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ABSTRACT 
The phenotype of any organism, or as in this case, plants, includes traits or characteristics 
that can be measured using a technical procedure. Phenotyping is an important activity in plant 
breeding, since it gives breeders an observable representation of the plant’s genetic code, which 
is called the genotype. The word phenotype originates from the Greek word “phainein” which 
means “to show” and the word “typos” which means “type”.  
Ideally, the development of phenotyping technologies should be in lockstep with genotyping 
technologies, but unfortunately it is not; currently there exists a major discrepancy between the 
technological sophistication of genotyping versus phenotyping, and the gap is getting wider. 
Whereas genotyping has become a high-throughput low-cost standardized procedure, 
phenotyping still comprises ample manual measurements which are time consuming, tedious, 
and error prone. The project as conducted here aims at alleviating this problem; To aid breeders, 
a method was devised that allows for high-throughput phenotyping of corn ears, based on an 
existing imaging arrangement that produces frontal views of the ears. This thesis describes the 
development of machine vision algorithms that measure overall ear parameters such as ear 
length, ear diameter, and cap percentage (the proportion of the ear that features kernels versus 
the barren area). The main image processing functions used here were segmentation, skewness 
correction, morphological operation and image registration.  
To obtain a kernel count, an “ear map” was constructed using both a morphological operation 
and a feature matching operation. The main challenge for the morphological operation was to 
accurately select only kernel rows that are frontally exposed in each single image. This issue is 
addressed in this project by developing an algorithm of shadow recognition. The main challenge 
for the feature-matching operation was to detect and match image feature points. This issue was 
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addressed by applying the algorithms of Harris’s Conner detection and SIFT descriptor. Once the 
ear map is created, many other morphological kernel parameters (area, location, circumference, 
to name a few) can be determined.  
Remaining challenges in this research are pointed out, including sample choice, apparatus 
modification and algorithm improvement. Suggestions and recommendations for future work are 
also provided.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
According to the most recent projection by the United Nations, the world population will 
peak at 9.22 billion by 2075 (UN, 2004). This increasing human population will exert dramatic 
pressure on the global food supply. Our generation has seen huge growth in the global human 
population based on three major events: 1) the discovery of abundant, near-free energy in fossil 
forms such as oil, coal and natural gas, 2) the Haber-Bosch process which enabled large scale 
production of artificial fertilizer from airborne nitrogen, and 3) the Green Revolution, which 
brought industrial agriculture to India, Pakistan and Mexico. Dr. Norman Borlaug is often lauded 
with the term “Father of the Green Revolution”, which arguably allowed the world to feed an 
extra billion people. In addition, without artificial fertilizer, enabled by the Haber-Bosch process, 
half of the current global population would starve. It is however important to note that the Green 
Revolution expanded upon land, water, and resources, whereas to date the limits of growth have 
been reached. The current agricultural production system may be able to feed 7 billion people, 
but to sustainably feed a rapidly growing human population, it is imperative to develop crop 
varieties that have a high yield, high nutritional value, and, to cope with climate change induced 
variability, are resistant to abiotic and biotic stress factors. 
The three main crops on a global scale are rice, wheat, and corn. Corn is a product of vital 
importance in the US economy with a production of 13.016 billion bushels in 2013 (Capehart, 
2013). The historical increase in corn yield in the United States is quite remarkable (Figure 1). 
From 1866 until 1936, the yield remained stable at a mere 26 bu/ac. In the years between 1937 
and 1955, an annual increase of 0.8 bu/ac/yr was achieved, and from 1956 to date, an annual 
increase of 1.9 bu/ac/yr has been observed. The main forces behind this increase were advances 
in breeding, artificial fertilizer, improved agronomics as well as mechanization. The highest US 
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corn yield on record was achieved in 2010 at over 160 bu/ac. However, the drought year of 2012 
served as a reminder that natural events can have devastating effects, pushing down the corn 
yield to 123 bu/ac. 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The performance of any plant is a function of its genome, and its interactions with the 
environment. Obviously, one of the most important traits of a production agriculture plant such 
as corn is the grain yield. However, for breeding purposes, it is equally important to measure the 
traits of other plant organs such as roots, stalks, leaves, tassels, and ears. Traditional phenotyping 
mainly relies on manual data collection, a time consuming and labor intensive practice. Since 
even to date, it is not quite clear which traits are the most important, the methodology followed 
includes observing every organ trait that can be measured rapidly, reproducibly and ideally non-
Figure 1 Historical Corn yield of the United States 
http://www.agry.purdue.edu/ext/corn/news/timeless/YieldTrends.html 
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destructively, and to use statistics to find correlations between the genotype and trait measured. 
Because of the absence of a clear understanding of the importance of a certain trait, there is little 
impetus to standardize measurement of one particular trait, except for straightforward ones such 
as grain weight. Overall, the techniques used for phenotyping, especially those employed in 
fields, are primitive, but understandably so; There are many traits that cannot be measured 
directly, such as corn root damage levels which are caused by the Western Corn Rootworm 
(WCR). Here, human scoring with a “standard” scale is used. In addition, although lab scale 
measurement techniques may be available, applying them under field conditions is much more 
difficult, especially since the existing experimental field layout cannot be disturbed. Nevertheless, 
a major problem with human data gathering is that, apart from it being low-throughput and 
tedious, the data are inconsistent, prone to errors, and do not match the quality of today’s genetic 
information. Currently, the determination of a plant’s genome has become an inexpensive, 
standardized, and high-throughput procedure. In contrast, phenotyping technology development 
is vastly lagging behind. This genotyping / phenotyping imbalance is severely limiting the 
development of new cultivars (Berger, Parent, & Tester, 2010). It is evident that the development 
of automated high-throughput phenotyping technology is imperative. 
This thesis discusses the development of an automated method of corn ear phenotyping that 
uses machine vision and image processing to acquire data. Imaging technology has already been 
used widely for high-throughput phenotyping of plants. For instance, a tool called LAMINA 
(Leaf shApe deterMINAtion) for analysis of image of leaves in a semi-automated fashion was 
developed (Bylesjö, et al., 2006). It was found that color reflectance images, x-ray images, and 
multi-spectral transmittance images can be used to distinguish fungi-infected corn kernels from 
un-infected ones (Pearson & Wicklow, 2006). Researchers at the Agricultural & Biological 
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Engineering department and Crop Sciences department at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign developed an imaging system for high-throughput phenotyping of corn roots (Grift, 
Novais, & Bohn, 2011). They used the fractal dimension to express the complexity of the root 
system. The root complexity is an example of an abstract trait that can be objectively and 
consistently measured by machines, whereas humans are unable to do so. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Research was conducted to explore the influence of root complexity (RC) in corn on a plant’s 
response to nitrogen availability as well as on other above-ground ear traits (Becker, 2011). 
Nineteen typical ear traits that influence yield were measured. Table 1 shows the phenotypic data 
of interested trait of corn ears, collected manually.  
 
Figure 2 Corn ear samples for phenotyping 
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They concluded that root complexity indeed affects above-ground plant traits, providing a 
better understanding of maize nitrogen uptake and metabolism. However, the manual collection 
of phenotypic data in this research was time consuming and could introduce subjective results. 
An automatic phenotyping system is necessary for improving this research process, making it 
more reliable and efficient.  
  
Table 1 Part of 31 measured phenotypes of corn ear (Becker, 2011) 
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1.1 Objectives  
The goal of this project was to develop tools that allow for automatic phenotyping of corn 
ears using machine vision technology. The work consisted of three sub-objectives:  
1) Develop image processing algorithms that allow for the automatic measurement of 
overall ear parameters such as ear dimensions and cap percentage. 
2) Develop algorithms that can separate kernels in ear images, to enable kernel counting. 
3) Evaluate the performance of all algorithms. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Phenotyping is an approach to characterize the phenome of a biological individual or species 
in a precise way. It is an important activity in plant breeding, since it gives breeders an 
observable representation of the plant’s genetic code, which is called the genotype. Thus, high-
throughput phenotyping techniques are being developed in conjunction with high-throughput 
genotyping for plant breeding (Berger, Parent, & Tester, 2010). 
Remote sensing technology has long been used in agriculture in an attempt to acquire large-
scale data efficiently. One example was the study of drought responses of plants. A genetic study 
of drought was difficult so that certain traits that contribute to drought tolerance were evaluated 
using remote sensing techniques. Water content was considered as an indicator of plant drought 
tolerance, resulting from the equilibrium between root water uptake and shoot transpiration 
(Tilling, et al., 2007). A Near-InfraRed (NIR) method was applied to measure the relative water 
content (Seelig, 2009). The results showed that constantly measuring the relative water contents 
over time increased the sensitivity but only when severely drought-stressed sample were tested. 
To address this problem, leaf biomass, instead of water content, was used as a drought related 
trait (Rajendran & Tester, 2009). Color images of individual plants were taken with a digital 
color camera and used to estimate the leaf biomass under various drought conditions. The results 
indicated that using leaf biomass as an indicator had a higher sensitivity than water content. 
Also, as the price of digital color cameras decreases steadily, it is more accessible than NIR 
cameras in research studies, giving color cameras a high potential of being used in the 
phenotyping process.  
Root system architecture (RSA) plays an important role in the acquisition of nitrogen (N) and 
phosphorus (P) nutrients. The complexity of crop genomes and the lack of phenotyping methods 
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for root system architecture make the genetic determinants of RSA poorly understood. A rotating 
gel-based cylinder imaging platform was developed to nondestructively observe rice RSA in real 
time (Iyer-Pascuzzi, et al., 2010). Sixteen RSA traits were calculated using an automatic 
phenotyping system. To correct for the distortion of the root system caused by the curved surface 
of the glass cylinder, a modified imaging system submerged the agar media in the cylindrical 
containers in a rectangular acrylic tank (Zhu, Walker, Boerma, All, & Parrott, 2006). Nineteen 
RSA traits were quantified of two Brachypodium distachyon accessions under varying nutrient 
availability. Significant differences in RSA were found between these two accessions grown 
under nutrient-rich, low-N and low-P condition. This work served as a foundation for future 
research of genetic components of RSA traits under nutrient deficiency.  
The concept of fractal dimension was applied to characterize the complexity of root 
structures (Grift, Novais, & Bohn, 2011). They developed a Corn Root Imaging Box (CRIB) to 
quantify root complexity, root top angle as well as stem diameter. The results showed that the 
images enabled distinguishing B73 plants from MO17 plants based on complexity and root top 
angle. The CRIB could potentially be used for phenotyping of other plant organs in a high-
throughput manner. Figure 3 shows a photo of the CRIB.  
Leaf area is an important trait that is linked to biomass productivity. A tool called LAMINA 
(Leaf shApe deterMINAtion) for analysis of images of leaves in a semi-automated fashion was 
developed (Bylesjö, et al., 2006). Several computational steps, such as thresholding, filtering and 
boundary identification were involved in LAMINA. The result showed that this tool provides an 
accurate and efficient means to measure leaf area on a large scale and could be potentially 
applied for phenotyping of other plants as well. 
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High-throughput phenotyping software called “SmartGrain” was developed to obtain seed 
parameters (Tanabata, Shibaya, & Hori, 2012). A series of image analysis algorithms was used in 
this software. The color image was first converted to a binary image. Then the awn and pedicel 
were removed by the morphological operations dilation and erosion. The boundary of the seed 
was then detected and extracted by a perimeter detection algorithm. The software was validated 
by QTL analysis and several shape parameters, such as seed length, width and perimeter length 
were calculated with high precision.  
 
Figure 3 Photo of the Corn Root Imaging Box (CRIB) 
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2.1 Machine vision in agriculture 
Machine vision comprises the hardware and software needed to extract image data, in which 
the most dominant factor affecting image quality is lighting. Software is used for automation 
tasks, but most importantly, to process the imagery. Machine vision technology is used 
extensively for high-throughput, standardized product inspection (for blemishes, diseases etc.) 
and quality classification in agriculture and the food processing industry. Inspection and 
classification systems typically utilize color, morphological characteristics (shape and 
dimension) and texture (Effendi, Ramli, Ghani, & Yaakob, 2009) for discrimination. In 1995, a 
color inspection was conducted on potatoes and apples with the image represented in the Hue-
Saturation-Intensity (HSI) domain (Tao, Heinemann, Varghese, Morrow, & Sommer, 1995). The 
results indicated that this vision system could achieve over 90% accuracy of color inspection in 
apple and potato. A grading system was developed for Jatropha curcas, a tropical potential 
bioenergy plant, to identify the ripeness of fruit based on color intensity (Effendi, Ghani, & 
Yaakob, 2009). The red, green and blue (RGB) color elements of Jatropha curcas were analyzed 
by calculating the Mean Color Intensity. Ripeness level was distinguished by evaluating the 
RGB color composition. The method was successful in grading the ripeness level of Jatropha 
curcas fruit, indicating that Mean Color Intensity evaluation has potential in color-based 
classification. 
In addition to color differences, morphological characteristics are used extensively in visual 
inspection. Experiments were conducted on segmentation of wheat grains based on 
morphological differences (Visen, Shashidhar, Paliwal, & Jayas, 2001). Wheat grains were 
spread out on a flat surface, without separating them in space to avoid kernels touching each 
other. An algorithm was developed to segment the kernels by evaluating the curvature of 
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extracted grain boundaries. Nodal points were the boundary pixel where this curvature had a 
minimum value. The “nearest neighbor criterion” was used to form a series of nodal points, 
allowing for the determination of segmentation lines. The results showed that this algorithm was 
robust to identify and separate grains, even when they were in contact with each other. A 
classification system was constructed for salmon classification, based on geometrical features 
(Misimi, Erikson, & Skavhaug, 2008). The classifier was threshold-based and designed using 
linear discriminant analysis (LDA). This method achieved an accuracy above 90% in salmon 
classification. The research also confirmed that in cases where a high-contract background is 
provided, the simplest segmentation method is thresholding. 
Surface texture is another measurable parameter in inspection. Beef quality was inspected by 
quantifying meat surface texture using machine vision and the wavelet transform (Jackman, Sun, 
Du, Allen, & Downey, 2008). The results showed that the wavelet transform was an effective 
tool for characterizing meat texture. 
Color is an important property of a corn kernel because it greatly influences the corn quality 
and consumer acceptance (Watson & Ramstad, 1987). The color of corn kernel may vary from 
the most common being white and yellow, to orange, red, brown and purple. A calibrated 
colorimetric was used to measure color in white and yellow corn (Floyd, Rooney, & Bockholt, 
1995). L, a, b values (where L is lightness and a, b are color-component dimensions) were used 
to generate a subjective color grade, which classified as “desirable” or ”non-desirable”. The 
results showed that L, a, and b color values were affected by kernel color and thus could be 
treated as indicator of corn color grade. A fast, accurate, and easy to perform approach was 
developed to measure corn kernel whiteness with YCrCb color coordinates, which represent 
color as luminance and chrominance (Liu & Paulsen, 2000). The results showed that the YCrCb 
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color coordinates were superior over RGB color coordinates, because they decoupled intensity 
from color information.  
Machine vision techniques have also been used for fungal-infected corn kernel detection. 
Fungal contamination of grain products can cause severe economic losses for both farmers and 
traders, thus, the detection and identification of fungal infected corn kernels is of vital 
importance. Fugal-infected corn kernels are visually detectable because of the chemical changes 
in the kernels caused by fungi. Experiments were conducted which indicated that the imaging 
methods (color reflectance image, x-ray images, and multi-spectral transmittance images) were 
capable of distinguishing fungi-infected corn kernels from uninfected ones with an accuracy 
about 90% (Pearson & Wicklow, 2006).  
2.2 Machine vision algorithms  
In this section, several classic machine vision algorithms related to corn ear phenotyping are 
discussed. In subsection 2.2.1, camera calibration algorithm is outlined. Subsection 2.2.2 
discusses algorithms applied in an image processing procedure.   
2.2.1 Camera calibration  
Camera calibration, the process used to estimate the parameters of a pinhole camera, is a 
necessary step in 3D machine vision for extracting numerical information from existing 2D 
images. A camera calibration method was proposed, which only needs a planar pattern, observed 
from various angles (Zhang, 1999). Images can be taken by moving either the plane or the 
camera. Feature points were detected and used to estimate camera parameters. This technique 
was validated by both computer simulation and real data. Figure 4 shows five images of a model 
plane in Zhang’s technique.  
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2.2.2 Image processing  
Image processing is an important component of machine vision. As shown in Figure 5, it 
comprises techniques such as image enhancement, image registration, color image processing, 
and morphological processing. Each technique has its unique algorithms---‘knowledge base’ as 
shown in Figure 5. In this section, several algorithms that are developed in the stages of image 
segmentation, image enhancement, and image registration are discussed.  
    
 
         
       
 
 
 
 
        
Figure 4 Five images of model plane. Adapted from Zhang (1999) 
Figure 5 Fundamental steps in digital image processing (Adapted from Qadri Hamarsheh) 
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2.2.2.1 Image segmentation  
Segmentation is an important step to prepare images for further processing. For this purpose, 
threshold-based methods are widely used. The idea is that the histogram of a gray-scale image is 
bi-modal where one mode is associated with the foreground and the other with the background. 
Figure 6 shows a reference histogram for thresholding. Otsu’s method (Otsu, 1979) remains one 
of the most widely used thresholding methods. An automatic thresholding technique was 
developed to segment the background from corn ear images (Panigrahi, Misra, Bern, & Marley, 
1995). This technique was a modified version of Otsu’s method using probability theory and was 
found to perform better than Otsu’s algorithm in automatic background segmentation.  
 
 
The threshold can be selected either manually or automatically. In manual thresholding, users 
identify an arbitrary intensity value (ideally at the saddle point between the two modes as shown 
Threshold: T  
Background 
Foreground 
Figure 6 Histogram for threshold based segmentation 
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in Figure 6), whereas in automatic thresholding a gray-level value is determined based on the 
intensity distribution. Otsu’s method is a classical image segmentation method which searches 
for a threshold that minimizes the intra-class variance (Otsu, 1979).  
Cluster based segmentation is the process of partitioning and organizing objects in groups 
based on similarities of morphological properties. The “mean shift procedure”, which is an 
iterative method to locate the maxima of the density function and to detect modes in a data set 
was developed (Fukunaga & Hostetler, 1975). Starting with an initial estimate value, a kernel 
function is given to determine the weight of nearby points to re-estimate the mean and this 
procedure is repeated until the weighted mean of density converges, rendering the method 
computationally expensive. Figure 7 shows the concept of mean shift segmentation.  
 
Final Position 
Initial Position 
Figure 7 Core concept of mean shift segmentation algorithm 
http://cgmath.blogspot.com/2009_03_01_archive.html 
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Another clustering segmentation method is termed K-means cluster (MacQueen, 1967). Unlike 
mean shift, K-means initially assigns each of the data points to clusters by nearest mean. Then 
the mean of each cluster is re-calculated based on the current cluster member points and if no 
mean has changed more than a user-set value, the procedure stops. K-means cluster has higher 
computational speed than mean shift but its drawbacks are that it only finds spherical clusters 
and is sensitive to initial values. Figure 8 shows several iterations of the K-means procedure.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In addition to the threshold and cluster-based methods, the graph-based image segmentation 
technique is a method used to address perceptual grouping problems. Images are treated as 
Figure 8 Demonstration of K-mean cluster segmentation 
https://apandre.wordpress.com/visible-data/cluster-analysis/ 
Iteration 
Iteration Iteration Iteration 
Iteration Iteration 
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graphs G = (V,E) where each node in V is a pixel in the image and edges E connect pairs of 
neighboring pixels. The images can be partitioned into two disjoint regions by removing edges 
connecting two parts. In graph theory language, this set of removed edges is called cut. Figure 9 
shows the core theory of graph-based image segmentation techniques.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As shown in Figure 9, the points are partitioned into groups A and B by removing the edge 
(red dashed lines in the figure). The optimal grouping of the graph is the one that minimizes the 
cut values (Hao & Orlin, 1994). The min-cut algorithm provided a good result on some images 
but it had disadvantages in that it tended to cut off very small and isolated components, which 
were not the expected partition results. To address the problem of partitioning out small sets of 
points, a novel approach called ‘normalized cut’ was developed (Shi & Milik, 2000). Instead of 
calculating the sum of weights of cut edges, it was proposed to normalize the cut by component 
size, which computes the cut cost as a fraction of the total edge connections to all the nodes in 
the graph. Thus, the normalized cut is an unbiased measure and the cut cost will be a large 
Cut (E) 
Figure 9 Graph-based image segmentation theory: Source 
http://web.engr.illinois.edu/~slazebni/spring14/lec25_segmentation.pdf 
V 
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proportion compared to the total connection from a small set to all other nodes. Experiments 
have proven that the normalized cut achieved better results than min-cut in terms of segmenting 
‘big pictures’ in an image.  
2.2.2.2 Image registration  
Image registration, also known as image alignment, aims at transforming different sets of 
image data to a unified coordinate system. It is used in machine vision to compare and warp 
multiple images.  One of the most popular applications of image alignment is panorama image 
stitching. A system for creating image panoramas was developed by stitching images from a 
sequence of images (Szeliski & Shum, 2000).  The method followed is shown in Figure 10. 
 19 
 
 
         
         
          
Figure 10 Panoramic Image Construction (Szeliski & Shum, 2000) 
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In the image alignment step (highlighted in Figure 10), a patch-based matching algorithm is 
applied, where the correlation of image patches is examined to find corresponding points in 
another image. Instead of evaluating the correlation of image patches, a scale invariant feature 
descriptor (SIFT) algorithm was developed to extract and describe image features in the image 
alignment step (Lowe, 2004). SIFT has invariant properties to image scale and rotation change, 
which makes it a robust feature extraction method. In the following feature matching stages, the 
RANSAC procedure (Fischier & Bolles, 1981) was used to estimate the linear relationship 
between the coordinates in two images by computing the “homography”, a transformation matrix 
between two image data sets. The results showed that this system can be used to construct a 
panorama in an automatic and robust fashion without special photographic equipment.  
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CHAPTER 3: MATERIALS AND METHODS 
     The materials used in this study consisted of twenty-three corn earn samples, provided by 
the Crop Sciences Department at UIUC. The first step in preparation was to drill a ¼ inch hole 
approximately one inch deep in the corn ear that allowed for mounting it on a spike. Secondly, 
any leftover silk strands were removed since they can negatively influence the segmentation 
process. An example of these samples is shown in Figure 11. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1 Phenotyping apparatus 
The main part of the phenotyping hardware consisted of a corn ear imaging box (Figure 12). 
The box was made from high density polyethylene (HDPE) sheets with at thickness of ¾ inch. 
This material has excellent optical reflectance properties, and resists adhesion of debris or 
chemicals. The main components of the imaging box are the lighting system (including a 
reflector and a diffusing layer), camera, and the drive system that rotates the corn ear. 
Figure 11 An ear sample prepared for imaging 
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To obtain images with high quality, proper illumination is key. The lighting system (Figure 
12) consisted of a reflector (Smith-Victor, Q80) with an incandescent 300W halogen light source 
and a diffusing layer, made from semi-transparent polycarbonate (Lexan) plastic. During the 
imaging process, the ear was pinned on a spike that was rotated by a stepper motor (Jameco, Part 
no. 162027). The resolution of the stepper motor in half-step mode was 400 steps per revolution 
or 0.9 degrees per step. The stepper motor was controlled via a driver board (Pontech, STP101) 
through a serial connection with the computer. A 12 Volt, 60 Watt DC supply was used to power 
the system (Jameco, Part no. 2105308). Figure 13 shows the ear mounting spike as well as the 
stepper motor driving it.  
 
Figure 12 Corn ear imaging box 
Light reflector 
1
Camera Spike 
Diffusing layer 
2
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The camera used was a 1 MegaPixel Unibrain® Fire-I 701c Color Camera (Figure 14) with 
an image sensor (1/2-inch Interline CCD (ICX205AK)) and a 16mm focal length C-mount lens. 
The calibration of the camera is discussed in section 3.2.  
 
 
Figure 13 Ear mounting spike and drive system 
Spike 
Power Supply 
Driver 
Stepper Motor 
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The software used in this project is Matlab® (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts), version 
R2012b. The Image Processing Toolbox™ in Matlab was the main toolbox used. Various scripts 
were written to perform the functions of image acquisition (including camera communication 
and stepper motor control) as well as image processing. Code listings of each function can be 
found in the Appendices.  
3.2 Camera calibration and image acquisition  
The camera calibration step is required to relate camera coordinates (in pixel) to world 
coordinates in which the ear length and diameter are expressed. The parameters obtained through 
calibration are termed intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. The focal length, an intrinsic parameter, 
needs to be calculated in this project. The Camera Calibration Toolbox™ provided by Matlab®, 
was used in this project. The procedure is as follows: Twenty-five images of a planar 
checkerboard are taken by the camera, after which the calibration toolbox performs a corner 
detection which allows for calibration. Figure 15 shows a mosaic of the twenty-five images of 
the checkerboard.  
Figure 14 Unibrain® Fire-I 701c color camera and mounting system 
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To image corn ears, ideally every kernel row should be presented frontally to the camera, and 
therefore the turning angle is ideally 360 degrees divided by the number of rows. Therefore, 
before placing the ear on the spike, the operator counted the number of rows, and entered this 
number into the data acquisition program. The code for acquiring a series of images can be found 
in Appendix A. 
3.3 Corn ear length and diameter measurement 
Image segmentation was the first step in the length and diameter measurement procedure. 
Most commercially grown corn ears have straight, axial rows, but some hybrids ears exhibit rows 
that are curved in a helical shape around the ear axis (Figure 16).  
Figure 15 Mosaic of images of a planar checkerboard 
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This skewness could severely affect the segmentation and subsequent kernel counting 
process. Thus, before performing segmentation on ear image, the skewness was corrected using 
the Hough Transformation algorithm, which can detect straight lines in images, using the 
following steps:  
 
1) Convert the RGB image to a binary image using threshold method. 
2) Apply an edge detection method to decide if an image point is an edge point or not.  
3) Conduct Hough Transform by converting the edge image to Hough space.  
4) Find the points in Hough space that represent lines. 
5) Convert these lines back to image space and visualize them. 
6) Perform skew correction by rotating the image through an angle obtained in step (3). 
Figure 16 Comparison of ‘normal’ ear (left) and ‘helical’ ear 
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        The code of Hough Transform can be found in Appendix A. 
Image segmentation was accomplished by histogram based thresholding to separate the corn 
ear from the background. The threshold image g(x,y) can be described as: 
 
  
 
 
Where f(x,y) is a pixel in the image and T is the histogram threshold value. In this project, 
manual thresholding was used, because for ear length measurement only edge information is 
needed, which means that the corn ear image has two large separable regions – the ear as 
foreground and the background. A flowchart of the segmentation process can be found in Figure 
17.    
 
 
     
The segmentation result of a sample ear is shown in Result and Discussion section. The code 
for this part can be found in Appendix A. 
3.4 Corn ear length and diameter measurement 
The diameter and length of the corn ear were measured by approximating the corn ear by a 
rectangle. Four extreme edges of the corn ear were located and the pixel value of diameter and 
g(x, y) =
1 if f (x, y) > T
0 if f (x, y) ≤ T
⎧
⎨
⎪
⎩
⎪
Figure 17 Image segmentation process 
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length were obtained. The length and diameter in world coordinates (mm) values were calculated 
using the pinhole projection formula: 
x
f =
X
d , where X is object size in real world, x is the object 
size on the sensor, f is the focal length (obtained from camera calibration) and d is the distance 
from the object to the camera’s nodal point (the center of imaging sensor), which cannot be 
measured directly. All the units of the value in this formula are in mm. The step-by-step 
calculation is as follows:  
 
(1) Calculate d – distance between the object and nodal point  
The distance between the corn ear and the sensor d cannot be measured directly. Two images 
were used to solve this problem. Figure 18 shows a geometric representation of the measurement 
of d. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Camera  
   d 
d2  S = d2-d 
Corn ear 
Figure 18 Geometric representation of the measurement of d 
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Two photos were taken by the camera which stays aligned with the corn ear. The distance d 
for the first photo is d1 and a second photo was taken by moving the object distance s towards the 
camera.  According to the pinhole projection formula, 
   and       which gives,   
(2) Calculate the pixel size (mm/pixel) of the sensor.  
The camera sensor parameters are shown in Table 2.   
 
    Table 2 Camera sensor parameters 
Sensor Type 1/2-inch Interline CCD(ICX205AK) 
Sensor Size Diagonal 8 mm 
Diagonal length (D) 7.959 mm 
Number of Active Pixel(N) 1360(H) x 1024(V) approx. 1.40M 
 
              Thus, the pixel size (mm/pixel) of this sensor is:  
        Pixel size = 
D
N =
7.959 mm
1702.4 pixel = 4.675 x 10
−3mm / pixel  
        Convert x (the object size on sensor in pixel) with to mm by multiplying by the pixel 
size:  
                      x (mm) = 4.675 x 10−3mm / pixel   *x (pixel) 
3.5 Ear cap percentage measurement 
Ear cap percentage is another quantitative phenotype measured in this project. The ear cap 
for both the original image and the binary image are displayed in Figure 19.  
x1
f =
X
d1
x2
f =
X
d2
d1 = s•
x2
x2 − x1
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The ear’s cap percentage calculation works in three steps:  
1) Convert RGB image to binary image 
2) Locate the kernel filled region that is closest to ear cap and mark its minimum vertical 
coordinate y. The reason why this region is chosen is that the corn kernels in this region 
are more densely distributed, which is a detectable feature. 
3) Calculate the length of the ear cap by subtracting y from the maximum vertical coordinate 
of the approximated rectangle. The percentage of ear cap is evaluated by dividing the cap 
length by ear length 
The code for this process can be found in Appendix A. 
Figure 19 Ear cap area in the binary image and the RGB image 
Ear Cap 
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3.6 Kernel counting  
The information in one image of a corn ear is not independent, which could cause severe 
inaccuracy in the kernel counting result if a single image were used for counting. In this project, 
the original images were stitched together to create a corn ear panorama, called an “ear map”. In 
this section, two methods of creating ear maps are discussed. One of them is proposed based on 
image morphological operation. The other employs a modified version of a classic panorama-
imaging algorithm, which is the feature-match based process.  
3.6.1 Morphological processing 
As is clear from Figure 20, only the central part of the corn ear presents kernels frontally to 
the camera, which is called the Region Of Interest (ROI). Kernels in the ROI can be isolated, 
counted and their individual morphological properties calculated. To calculate the ROI, shadow 
lines which separate the rows were calculated (Figure 20, right). After kernels in the ROI are 
identified, they can be overlapped with the ROIs of subsequent images to create an ear map. 
However, choosing the ROI too wide results in many redundantly observed kernels which must 
be removed, and conversely, if the ROI is chosen too narrow, there is a chance that kernels are 
not observed at all. Therefore the value of the ROI width is very important.  
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Three main steps were used to calculate the ROI:  
1) A morphological operation was applied to the RGB image for locating the shadow 
lines as well as partitioning the image into different regions 
2) The areas (the number of pixels) of the ROIs were calculated and compared, the three 
regions that had the three largest areas were identified as the shadow line illustrated in 
Figure 20. Pixel information was extracted of the shadow line to create the ROI region.  
3) A binary image operation was used to extract the central ear row in ROI and label the 
isolated components for kernel counting 
The code for this procedure can be found in Appendix A. 
3.6.2  Feature-matching processing 
In contrast to morphological processing, the feature-matching algorithm is independent of the 
ROI. The corner point of the image is the principal element that need to be taken into 
consideration. Three steps are included in a classical process of constructing the ear map: 1) 
Load a series of images, 2) feature points detection, description / matching and 3) image 
 
 Figure 20 Region of interest in single corn ear image 
Shadow line  
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stitching. A flowchart of the stitching process and the algorithms involved in each step can be 
found Figure 21. 
  
 
 
Figure 21 Feature-match based corn ear panorama process 
Start  
Load images 
Feature detection  
Algorithm: Harris 
Feature description  
Algorithm: SIFT  
Homography 
transformation matrix  
Image stitching  
End 
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3.6.2.1 Corn ear image feature detection – Harris corner detector  
This section discusses the Harris corner algorithm which was used to detect features in the 
corn ear images. A corner in an image is the feature that has significant change in intensity in all 
directions, as shown in Figure 22. The Harris corner detector provides a mathematical approach 
to determine if significant intensity change happens in all direction for a specific point.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        The corn ear image is denoted as I. First, the partial derivatives  and  are calculated 
and a Gaussian filter is applied to smooth the squared image derivatives. The Harris matrix A is 
constructed as . Then the determinant and trace of A are evaluated to measure the 
corner response, which is , where is an empirically determined 
constant and =0.04-0.06. For a corner in an image, is large, so that the last step is to set 
threshold for  (in this project, 0.01*max ( ) was used) and perform non-max suppression. 
The code for Harris algorithm can be found in Appendix A. 
Ix Iy
Ix2 IxIy
IxIy Iy2
!
"
#
#
$
%
&
&
Mc = det(A)−κ ⋅ trace2 (A) κ
κ Mc
Mc Mc
Figure 22 Three cases for a point feature in an image 
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3.6.2.2 Feature description algorithm - SIFT  
After the feature points in the corn ear images are extracted, SIFT (Scale-invariant feature 
transform) was used as descriptors for these local features. Four principal procedures are 
included in SIFT:  
1) A Gaussian pyramid is constructed and used to search local peaks in a series of 
difference-of-Gaussian (DOG) images.  
2) Taylor-series scale-space function is used to perform least square fitting. The key points 
are located and scaled through calculating the extreme of the fitting surface.  
3) An orientation is assigned to each key point so that the feature is invariant to image 
rotation. A neighborhood is created around the key points and an orientation histogram 
covering 360 degrees is created.  
4) The feature descriptor is built in this step. A local region, which is centered based on the 
key points location, is divided into 4x4 sub regions. For each sub regions, 8 bins 
orientation histogram is constructed. So there is a total of 128 bin values for each key 
point. The code for SIFT algorithm can be found in Appendix A. 
Figure 23 shows the SIFT descriptor.  
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      After the descriptors are formed for each key point in the image, the Euclidean distance is 
computed between every descriptor in one image and every descriptor in the other image. The 
putative matches are selected according to the pairwise Euclidean distance calculated earlier. 
Pairs whose’ descriptor distances are below a threshold are considered putative matches. The 
code for computing the Euclidean distance can be found in Appendix A. 
3.6.2.3  Homography transformation matrix algorithm - RANSAC 
After the putative matches are selected, the RANSAC (Random sample consensus) algorithm 
is applied to estimate the homography matrix mapping one image onto the other. The equation 
for the homography matrix is as follows:  
 λ
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Figure 23 SIFT descriptors (Lowe, 2004) 
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The RANSAC algorithm is an iterative method that is used to estimate the transformation for 
putative matches and keep the transformation with the largest number of inliers. The RANSAC 
is accomplished with the following steps:  
1) Randomly select a subset of matches 
2) Evaluate transformation for the selected matches  
3) Calculate inliers to this transform 
4) Re-calculate least-square estimate of transformation on all inliers if the number of inliers 
is large enough (the ratio of inliers is more than 95 percent). 
The code for RANSAC can be found in Appendix A. 
 
After creating the ‘ear map’, a necessary step for kernel counting is segmentation. The 
algorithm used in this process was the “distance transform”. This transform provides a measure 
of the separation of points in binary images and thus it can be applied to partition a binary image 
into different segments based on distance of each pixel that is 0 and the nearest nonzero pixel. 
Corn kernel counting is performed after segmentation. A binary image operation was used to 
label and number the isolated region. Detailed code can be found in Appendix A.  
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, the results of each procedure in this project are provided, followed by a 
discussion of the results.  
 4.1 Camera Calibration  
     After camera calibration, the parameters of the camera are obtained and shown in Table 3.  
All the number shown in this table have the unit pixel.  
 
Focal length [ 1298.1463 ; 1308.8914 ] 
Focal length uncertainty [ 5.7829 ; 6.4955 ] 
Principal point [ 596.5500 ; 502.3774] 
Principal point uncertainty [ 9.3894 ; 10.2021 ] 
Skew coefficient 0 
Skew coefficient uncertainty 0 
Distortion coefficients [ -0.1969 ; 0.2964 ; -0.0053 ; -0.0022 ; 0 ] 
Distortion coefficients uncertainty [ 0.01962 ; 0.07160 ; 0.0017 ; 0.0018 ; 0 ] 
 
 4.2 Image segmentation results  
The purpose of image segmentation in this stage is to segment out the corn ear as a whole for 
corn ear length and diameter measurement. The threshold for segmentation is same for all the 23 
Table 3: Parameters of camera system obtained by camera calibration 
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samples, which is T= 5. The result for skew correction and segmentation are shown in Figures 24 
and 25 respectively.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As is clear from the right hand side corn ear shown in Figure 24, the Hough transform was 
capable of correcting the skewness present in the original corn ear (shown on the left hand side). 
Original image  After skewness correction 
Figure 24 Image skewness correction result (Sample number: 1-2-1) 
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        As shown in Figure 25, the corn ear was segmented successfully using a manual 
thresholding method. In this project, the threshold was set to T = 5 and some other threshold 
values were also tested for all 23 ear samples. The results indicated that the threshold value 
between 4 and 10 yielded a result as good as that for T = 5. Otsu’s thresholding method was also 
tested, but it was found inferior, since it segmented each kernel as a single element rather than a 
component of a corn ear. This effect is however exactly what is needed in the kernel counting 
process and therefore, Otsu’s method, combined with the Distance Transform algorithm, was 
applied to isolate single kernels for ear mapping.  
4.3 Corn ear diameter and length measurement  
After the corn ear was segmented as foreground, it was approximated by a rectangle (Figure 
26). The results for both ear length and diameter measurement can be found in Appendix B. 
  
Figure 25 Corn ear segmentation result (Sample number: 1-2-1) 
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As shown in Figure 26, the rectangular approximation of corn ear was successful and the 
four edges were located as length measurement boundary. The results show that the accuracy for 
diameter and ear length measurement is 86.74%-99.77% (except for sample 19 with an accuracy 
of 78.07%) and 88.53%-95.60% respectively. A more detailed analysis of the relatively low 
accuracy of sample 19 revealed that its images were skewed. This skewness causes the diameter 
measurement to be larger than the true value, which is the situation as indicated in the result 
table. Figure 27 shows the comparison of images of sample 19 and sample 18 (regarded as 
‘normal’).  
Figure 26 Results after rectangular approximation 
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Ear sample 18  
Ear sample 19 
Figure 27 Comparison of ear samples 19 (skewed) and sample 18 
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After analysis, the Hough Transform was applied on ear sample 19 to correct the skewness 
and its diameter was recalculated. The results showed that Hough Transform is a very effective 
method to correct for skewness. Figure 28 shows part of the results of skewness correction of 
sample 19.  
 
Sample images after correction Original sample images 
Figure 28 Results of Hough transform skewness correction 
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        The diameter was recalculated after skewness correction and it was reduced from 57.67 mm 
to 47.50 mm (the true value was 47.3 mm) yielding an accuracy of 99.6%.  
4.4 Cap percentage measurement 
The results of cap percentage measurement can be seen in Appendix B. As shown in the 
results, 60% samples (13/23) can achieve an accuracy above 85%. Since some samples (for 
example, sample 10 and sample 17) have the kernels densely distributed on the entire ear, the 
algorithm does not work well on these samples.  
4.5 Ear map construction   
In this section, the results of creating ear map using two methods is shown. Section 4.5.1 
discusses the result of the morphological procedure. Section 4.5.2 discusses the feature-matching 
procedure.  
4.5.1 Ear map created by a morphological procedure  
To test the performance of the ear map creation procedure, six corn ears with varying 
features were studied as shown in Figure 29. The first ear R1, is termed a “normal ear’ meaning 
that it has rows that are straight and parallel in the region of interest (ROI), and that the kernel 
shapes are consistent. This type of ear has the highest potential for creating a high quality ear 
map. The image quality of R1 is also “normal” since it has sufficient resolution, brightness, and 
saturation. R2 is a normal ear, but, compared to R1, its saturation value is too high. R3, is a 
normal ear, but the image is overly bright. The image quality of IR1 is “normal” (although it is 
rather bright), but the rows are not aligned along straight parallel lines, and the kernel shapes 
vary significantly. Creating an ear map for IR1 would require a higher image resolution, such as 
shown in IR1_improve. Sample IR2 is an ‘abnormal ’ ear since its rows are twisted. 
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Figure 30 shows the generated ear map of the most promising ear R1. It shows that the kernels 
are separated well, but some of the rows are replicated.  
 
 
 
 
 
Apart from the ears shown in Figure 30, in some cases ears (Sample IR2) do not have straight 
but helical or twisted rows. This type of ear presents a completely new challenge, since the basic 
Figure 30  Ear map of corn with ‘normal’ ear row (sample number: R1) 
R1               R2                   R3                  IR1                   IR1_improve          IR2  
Figure 29 Six corn ears with varying morphology and image quality 
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algorithms make the assumption that the rows are straight. Figure 31 shows the ear map that not 
only has duplicated rows, but also missing kernels. 
 
 
As shown in Figures 30 and 31, the ear map is in a binary form, which makes it convenient 
for the following kernel-counting step. In this case, the segmentation threshold T does not affect 
the stitching result but it does affect kernel isolation and subsequently kernel count.  
The morphological processing step worked well on most ear samples but failed on sample 
R2. As expected, sample R1 yielded the best result among all samples in terms of shadow line 
detection, segmentation, and kernel separation. After analyzing the images in the HSI color 
space, significant differences were found in their saturation values. Thus, a saturation adjustment 
was applied to samples R2, R3, IR1 and IR2, while taking R1 as a reference image. Figure 32 
displays the saturation of the five samples before saturation adjustment as well as after 
adjustment.  
Figure 31 Ear map of corn with twisted ear row (sample number: IR2) 
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After saturation adjustment, the image was converted back to RGB color space. As shown in 
the bottom row of the images in Figure 32, the remaining samples are similar in appearance to 
the reference image R1. After saturation adjustment, the morphological processing step was 
conducted on sample R2 and this time the ear map for R2 was created (Figure 33). As in the R1 
case, some rows are replicated, and some kernels seem missing. 
 
 
Figure 32 Saturation adjustment results  
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4.5.2 Ear map created by feature-matching procedure  
The feature-matching procedure was also tested with the six typical corn ears shown in 
Figure 29. The results of image panorama construction are shown in Figure 34. 
Figure 33 Ear map of sample R2 after saturation adjustment 
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Figure 34 Ear map of typical ear samples 
Ear map of sample R1 Ear map of sample R2 
Ear map of sample R3 Ear map of sample IR1 
Ear map of sample Ear map of sample 
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The feature matching algorithm works well when only two images are stitched (see left hand 
rows), but due to an incremental error, the method fails when more than two rows are stitched 
(see the center rows).  Another drawback of the method is that it is highly sensitive to image 
resolution, intensity, and colorfulness. However, even after saturation adjustment the method did 
not improve, which was expected, since the incremental error in the matching process is the 
dominant problem.  
4.5.3 Kernel counting  
After the corn ear panorama was created, the kernels were labeled and counted. Table 4 
shows the result of kernel counting.  
Table 4 Corn Kernel Counting Result  
Sample Manual count Automatic count Accuracy  
005 352 363 96.88% 
006 336 479 57.44% 
007 304 628 -6.58% 
008 324 295 91.05% 
009 304 337 89.14% 
010 336 372 89.29% 
011(skewed) 320 309 96.56% 
012(skewed) 352 342 97.16% 
003 336 303 90.18% 
 
As shown in Table 4, the kernel counting accuracy can be as high as 97.16%, but the results 
are inaccurate for samples 006 (accuracy = 57.44%) and 007 (accuracy = -6.58%). Based on the 
observation and analysis of the original RGB image, the reason might be that the corn silk was 
not completely removed, and recognized as an edge. In this case, one corn kernel might be 
miscounted as two or even more.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Automatic evaluation algorithms were developed to acquire corn ear phenotypic data. The 
main phenotypes analyzed in this study were ear length, ear diameter, cap length, cap proportion 
and kernel count.  
Ear length and diameter were measured by a rectangular approximation algorithm and can 
achieve measurement accuracy in a range from 88% to 95% and 86% to 99% respectively. Cap 
length and proportion were measured by a morphological operation algorithm. By adjusting the 
threshold T value, the measurement accuracy can be achieved as 85%. Kernel counting was 
accomplished by creating a corn ear panorama using two methods.  
The algorithms developed in this project are not limited to a corn ear study but could be 
applied to other plants as well by adjusting some key parameters in each algorithm. In terms of 
complexity, the corn kernel counting might even be more complex than other types of analysis 
since each corn kernels are morphologically similar.  
5.1 Recommendations for further improvement  
This thesis demonstrates the utility of machine vision in phenotyping corn ears. However, 
some issues need to be addressed to make the evaluation process more robust and automatic. 
Each subsection will discuss recommendations for further improvement of the study.  
5.1.1 Choice of corn ear sample 
In this study, the results indicate that the evaluation method developed could achieve a high 
accuracy of quantity measurement. However, only 23 corn ear samples were tested, which makes 
the results limited in value. In addition, in the current study, no genotypic information was 
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available of the plants that produced the ears. Therefore, a proper investigation of the value of 
the measured ear parameters to an actual breeding program was not possible.  
5.1.2 Imaging system  
The imaging system used in this study provided reliable semi-automated image-acquisition. 
However, for the system to become high-throughput, the handling of corn ears during the data 
acquisition process would have to be further automated.  
In addition, the camera used in this study was a Unibrain® Fire-I 701c Color Camera, 
whose’ full resolution cannot be employed in the Windows 7 operating system. This limitation 
affects the image quality as well as following imaging analysis processes. Unfortunately, the 
manufacturer of the camera claims that the drivers provided by Microsoft are at fault, making the 
expectation of this problem being solved rather speculative. 
5.1.3 Corn ear length and diameter measurement  
In this study, the length and diameter measurement was achieved by segmenting the whole 
corn ear followed by a rectangular approximation. One problem is that in the process, individual 
kernel information is lost, which means that the corn kernel counting process need to be 
performed separately, increasing computation time.   
5.1.4 Constructing corn ear panorama  
When the classic algorithm for panorama generation was applied to two images, it achieved 
satisfying results, however when applied to multiple images, the results were not suitable for 
accurate kernel counting or kernel property determination. The ear mapping algorithm is also 
highly dependent upon image resolution, intensity, and saturation, which makes it less robust. 
Improvements need to be made to make this method invariant to image chromatic variability. 
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APPENDIX A: Control software 
Image acquisition  
Getimag.m 
%This program takes 4 perpendicular images and talks to a STP100 Stepper 
%Motor driver board 
 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
  
display('Starting up, Please Wait'); 
  
%====================           CONSTANTS           ======================= 
map               = [(0:1/256:1-1/256)',(0:1/256:1-1/256)',(0:1/256:1-
1/256)']; 
Delay             = 1; % Seconds, check how long it takes the object to 
stabilize 
FilePath          = 'C:\CornRoot\'; 
StepResolution    = 0.45; % II1 = 0.9 deg (stepper motor resolution) 
NrColumns = input('Give nr of columns'); 
NrImages = NrColumns + 1; 
TurnDegree        = ceil(360/NrColumns); 
  
  
CropRowLow        =  1; 
CropRowHigh       =  960; 
CropColLow        =  1; 
CropColHigh       =  1280; 
  
imaqreset; 
  
%====================  Setup Camera     =============================== 
%set(SideCam,'ReturnedColorSpace','RGB') 
  
 UpperCam          = videoinput('dcam', 2,'Y8_1280x960'); 
 triggerconfig(UpperCam, 'manual'); 
 set(UpperCam,'framespertrigger', 1); 
 set(UpperCam,'TriggerRepeat', inf); 
 set(UpperCam,'ReturnedColorSpace','RGB') 
  
%======================= Set up Serial Port =============================   
SerialPort = serial('COM1'); % CHECK IN CONTROL PANEL 
set(SerialPort,'Baudrate', 9600); 
set(SerialPort,'Databits', 8); 
set(SerialPort,'Parity','none'); 
set(SerialPort,'StopBits', 1); 
set(SerialPort,'Terminator','CR'); 
  
fopen(SerialPort); 
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%=================    Setup Stepper Motor Controller  
fprintf(SerialPort,'SO')      % Power off prolongs motor life 
fprintf(SerialPort,'CR') 
fprintf(SerialPort,'SH')      % Half step 
fprintf(SerialPort,'CR') 
fprintf(SerialPort,'BD1')     % Board select is 1 
fprintf(SerialPort,'CR') 
  
NrImages = ceil(360/TurnDegree) + 1; 
disp(['Nr of Images: ' num2str(NrImages) ]) 
  
% Take image since the first is always underexposed 
%stop(SideCam); 
  
ID_str   = input('Give File ID string: ','s'); 
  
 start(UpperCam); 
 trigger(UpperCam); 
 WholeEar = getdata(UpperCam,1); 
 stop(UpperCam); 
 WholeEarFileName = ['WholeEar.tif']; 
 imshow(WholeEar); 
 title(WholeEarFileName); 
 imwrite(WholeEar,WholeEarFileName,'tif'); 
  
  
for ImNr = 1 : NrImages 
  
   start(UpperCam); 
   trigger(UpperCam); 
   EarImage = getdata(UpperCam,1); 
   stop(UpperCam); 
  
   %start(SideCam); 
   %trigger(SideCam); 
   %EarImage = getdata(SideCam,1); 
   %stop(SideCam); 
    
   EarFileName = ['Ear_' ID_str '_' num2str(ImNr) '.tif']; 
   figure,imshow(EarImage);    
   title(EarFileName); 
   imwrite(EarImage, EarFileName,'tif'); 
 
   fprintf(SerialPort,'@01 rate 50'); 
   fprintf(SerialPort,['@01 rmov -' num2str(TurnDegree/StepResolution) ]); 
    
   pause(Delay) 
  
   ImNr 
end 
  
% save the first image also as the last one to overlap 
fclose(SerialPort); 
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Ear skewness correction  
 
Houghtransformtest.m 
%%This program apply hough transform to detect the skew angle of corn ear 
%%and correct it  
I = imread('/Users/vivizhao/Desktop/Ear_100.png'); 
imshow(I); 
Igr = rgb2gray(I); 
% convert image to binary image through setting threshold manully  
% manually set threshold  
[m,n] = size(Igr); 
for i= 1:m 
    for j = 1:n 
        if (Igr(i,j) < 100) 
            Igr(i,j) =0; 
        else 
            Igr(i,j)= 1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
Igr = logical(Igr); 
imshow(Igr); 
BW = Igr;  
 
% ============== perform houghtransform=================================== 
  
[H,T,R] = hough(BW); 
%imshow(H,[],'XData',T,'YData',R,... 
%            'InitialMagnification','fit'); 
%xlabel('\theta'), ylabel('\rho'); 
%axis on, axis normal, hold on; 
P  = houghpeaks(H,3,'threshold',ceil(0.3*max(H(:)))); 
x = T(P(:,2)); y = R(P(:,1)); 
%plot(x,y,'s','color','white'); 
% Find lines and plot them 
lines = houghlines(BW,T,R,P,'FillGap',5,'MinLength',7); 
figure, imshow(BW), hold on 
max_len = 0; 
Ind = 1; 
for k = 1:length(lines) 
   xy = [lines(k).point1; lines(k).point2]; 
   plot(xy(:,1),xy(:,2),'LineWidth',2,'Color','green'); 
  
   % Plot beginnings and ends of lines 
   plot(xy(1,1),xy(1,2),'x','LineWidth',2,'Color','yellow'); 
   plot(xy(2,1),xy(2,2),'x','LineWidth',2,'Color','red'); 
  
   % Determine the endpoints of the longest line segment 
   len = norm(lines(k).point1 - lines(k).point2); 
   if ( len > max_len) 
      max_len = len; 
      xy_long = xy; 
      Ind = k; 
   end 
end 
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% highlight the longest line segment 
plot(xy_long(:,1),xy_long(:,2),'LineWidth',4,'Color','blue'); 
angle = lines(Ind).theta; 
  
%rotate the image for angle degree 
Rcrop = imrotate(BW,angle,'nearest','crop'); 
figure,imshow(Rcrop); 
  
%rotate the original image  
%RI = imrotate(I,angle,'nearest','crop'); 
%figure, imshow(RI); 
  
RI = imrotate(I,angle,'nearest','crop'); 
figure, imshow(RI); 
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Ear length and diameter calculation  
Diameter_and_Length.m 
tic;  
  
close all 
clc 
clear channel  % Excel link channel 
  
  
  
DataFileName    = 'Ear_measurement.xlsx'; 
DataFilePath    = 'C:\Users\weizhao5\Desktop\thesis\'; 
  
ChannelActive   = 0; 
  
% ==================== Connect with Excel ================================= 
if ~ChannelActive 
    if ~isequal(DataFileName,0) && ~isequal(DataFilePath,0); 
        Channel     = ddeinit('excel',[DataFilePath DataFileName]); 
        if Channel == 0                           %DDE link NOT established 
            msgbox(['Open ' DataFileName ' in Excel'],'Excel link','warn') 
        else 
            ChannelActive  = 1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
%========================== Load image====================================== 
% if ChannelActive  
%load sample iamge  
     Str_ID = '1-9'; 
     Num_Im = 8; 
     Diameter_vector = zeros(1,Num_Im); 
     Coblength_vector = zeros(1,Num_Im);  
     barrenlength_vector = zeros(1,Num_Im); 
    for h = 1: Num_Im 
        cd(['C:\Users\weizhao5\Desktop\thesis\' Str_ID ]); 
        File_name = ['Ear_' Str_ID '_' num2str(h) '.tif']; 
        I = imread(File_name); 
         % set threshold based on intensity histogram to segment corn ear out 
from 
         % background 
         %I = imread('C:/Users/weizhao5/Desktop/thesis/1-2/Ear_1-2_4.tif'); 
       %imshow(I); 
  
        Igr = rgb2gray(I); 
        Igr = Igr((1:960),(425:783)); 
 %================Obtain the lower edge of the barren area================== 
        %Ibw = im2bw(Igr);normal  
        Ibw = im2bw(Igr,0.3); % test with different T value.  
        imshow(Ibw); 
        [L1,n1] = bwlabel(Ibw); 
        s1 = regionprops(Ibw,'area'); 
        area1 = cat(1,s1.Area); 
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        k = min(find(area1==max(area1))); 
        [r1,c1] = find(L1==k); 
        [M,N]=size(Ibw); 
        lim = max(r1); 
%==================Length,diameter,seed_fill_proportion measuremtn========== 
      %figure, imshow(Igr); 
       Igr = uint8(Igr); 
  %imhist(Igr); 
  %[m,n]= size(Igr); 
  %for i= 1:m 
  %     for j = 1:n 
  %         if (Igr(i,j) <5) 
  %             Igr(i,j) = 0; 
  %         else  
  %             Igr(i,j) =1; 
  %         end 
  %     end 
  % end 
    
      Ibw2 = im2bw(I,0.02); 
[L,n] = bwlabel(Ibw2); 
% approximate the corn ear to a rectangular  
      s = regionprops(Ibw2,'area'); 
      area = cat(1,s.Area); 
      for k = 1: n 
          [r,c] = find(L == k); 
          if area(k,1) < 100000 
               Ibw2(r,c) = 0; 
          else 
               Ibw2(r,c) = 1; 
          end 
      end 
    
 % figure, imshow(Ibw2); 
% locate the edge of the rectangular and obtain diameter and length in 
% pixel.  
      [R,C] = find(Ibw2 == 1); 
      x = min(C); 
      X = max(C); 
      diameter_p = X-x; % corn ear diameter in pixel  
      y = min(R); 
      Y = max(R); 
      cob_length_p = Y -y; % cob length in pixel  
      barren_length_p = abs(y-lim);% barren length in pixel 
%%  calculate diameter and length in mm 
  
% after camera calibration (Camera Calibration Toolbox Matlab) and 
% calculation of d (distance from object to focal point), the pinhole 
% projection formula is applied to calculate the corn ear diameter and cob 
% length  
  
% Pinhole projection formula : x/f = X/d  (All the units are mm ) 
% where x is the object size on sensor, 
% X is the object size in real world ,  
% f is focal length(can be obtained through camera calibration,  
% d is the distance from object to focal point 
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% Camera parameter : Unibrain Fire-i 701c  
%                    Image Sensor Type : 1/2-inch Interline CCD(ICX205AK) 
% Sensor parameter 
%           image size : Diagonal 8 mm  
%           Number of active pixel : 1360(H) x 1024(V) approx. 1.40M 
%           pixel(7.959 mm diagonal) 
% Thus, the pixel size of the sensor is : 
% 7.959 mm / 1702.4 pixel = 4.675 x 10^(-3) mm/pixel  
  
% Focal length : 1300 pixel  
%                1300 pixel x 4.675 x 10^(-3) mm/pixel = 6.0775 mm  
      pixelsize = 0.004675; 
      d = 296.0172; 
      f = 6.0775;  
  
% corn ear diameter in mm 
      diameter_mm = (diameter_p*pixelsize*d)/f ;  
% cob length in mm 
      cob_length_mm = (cob_length_p*pixelsize*d)/f; 
      Diameter_vector(1,h) = diameter_mm; 
      Coblength_vector(1,h) = cob_length_mm;  
% barren length in mm 
      barren_length_mm = (barren_length_p*pixelsize*d)/f; 
      barren_proportion = barren_length_mm/cob_length_mm; 
      barrenlength_vector(1,h) = barren_length_mm;  
    end 
  
% exclude the max and min value in vector for futher average calculation 
    Diameter_vector(Diameter_vector == min(Diameter_vector))=0; 
    Diameter_vector(Diameter_vector == max(Diameter_vector))=0; 
    indD = find(Diameter_vector ==0); 
    Diameter_number = length(indD); 
  
    Coblength_vector(Coblength_vector == min(Coblength_vector))=0; 
    Coblength_vector(Coblength_vector == max(Coblength_vector))=0; 
    indC = find(Coblength_vector ==0); 
    Coblength_number = length(indC); 
  
    barrenlength_vector(barrenlength_vector == max(barrenlength_vector))=0; 
    barrenlength_vector(barrenlength_vector == min(barrenlength_vector))=0; 
    indB = find(barrenlength_vector ==0); 
    barrenlength_number = length(indB); 
  
% calculate Diameter and Cob length  
    Diameter = sum(Diameter_vector)/(Num_Im - Diameter_number); 
    Cob_length = sum(Coblength_vector)/(Num_Im - Coblength_number); 
    Barren_length = sum(barrenlength_vector)/(Num_Im - barrenlength_number); 
    Barren_proportion = Barren_length/Cob_length; 
     
if ChannelActive 
    ddepoke(Channel,'r10c2:r10c2',Diameter,[1 1]); 
    ddepoke(Channel,'r10c6:r10c6',Cob_length,[1 1]); 
    ddepoke(Channel,'r10c10:r10c10',Barren_length,[1 1]); 
    ddepoke(Channel,'r10c11:r10c11',Barren_proportion,[1 1]); 
end  
toc;    
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Kernel counting  
Earkernel_counting_Mor.m 
clear all 
clc, 
tic 
%================Load image and morphological pre-processing============== 
ID_str = '004'; 
NrImages = 15; 
kernel_number_vector = zeros(1,NrImages); 
Map = []; 
  
% Read image and conduct morphological processing in RSI color space  
cd(['/Volumes/VIVICORN/EarPics/Ear_' num2str(ID_str)]); 
  
  
for pic= 1:1:NrImages 
    FileName       = ['Ear_' ID_str '_' num2str(pic) '_adjust.tif']; 
    Im = imread(FileName); 
    Imgray = rgb2gray(Im); 
     
  
% Im = imread('/Volumes/VIVICORN/EarPics/color/Ear_005/Ear_005_1.tif'); 
   
  Imbw = im2bw(Imgray,(150/250)); 
  D = bwdist(~Imbw); 
   
  D = uint8(D); 
  D_threshold = graythresh(D); 
  Imbw = im2bw(D,D_threshold); 
   
  Imbw = imfill(Imbw,'holes'); 
  %imshow(Im); 
  I2 = rgb2hsi(Im); 
  H = I2(:,:,1); 
  S = I2(:,:,2); 
  I = I2(:,:,3); 
  %figure, imshow(H); 
  %figure,imshow(S); 
 %figure, imshow(I); 
  fo = imopen(S,ones(60,1)); 
  fobw = im2bw(fo); 
  %figure, imshow(fobw); 
  %title('open operation to remove small bright region along vertical 
direction') 
  fcbw = imclose(fobw,ones(60,1)); 
  %figure, imshow(fcbw); 
  %title('close operation to remove the small dark connections'); 
   
%=====Locate ROI using morphological processing ============================= 
%% locate the 3 most obvious space between corn ear column, then create the 
ROI window  
  [L,num] = bwlabel(fcbw); 
  %colorlabel = label2rgb(L); 
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  %figure, imshow(colorlabel); 
  s = regionprops(fcbw,'area'); 
  area = cat(1,s.Area); 
  area_index_matrix = [(1:num)' area]; 
  area_index_matrix_dec = sortrows(area_index_matrix,-2); 
  target_space = area_index_matrix_dec((3:5),:); 
  CMIN = size(Imbw, 2); 
  Ind = num; 
  index =( target_space(:,1))'; 
     for i = index 
          [r,c] = find(L == i); 
           cmin = min(c); 
           if cmin < CMIN 
             CMIN = cmin; 
             Ind = i; 
           end 
     end 
   
  [R,C] = find(L == Ind); 
  X = mean(C); 
  X = round(X); 
 % Ibw=im2bw(Im); 
 % figure, imshow(Ibw); 
%   line([X,X],[0,size(Imbw,1)],'color',[1 0 0]); 
%   %hold on  
%   line([X-40,X-40],[0,size(Imbw,1)],'color',[0 1 0]); 
%   hold on  
%   line([X+175,X+175],[0,size(Imbw,1)],'color',[0 1 0]); 
%   hold off 
  cut_image = Imbw((1:size(Im,1)),(X-40):(X+175)); 
  %figure, imshow(cut_image); 
  %Ear_moive(NrImages) = getframe; 
   
%   %cut_imagecolor = Im((1:size(Im,1)),(X-40):(X+175)); 
%   %figure,imshow(cut_imagecolor); 
%   
  % count corn kernel of the column in the center of the window  
 %==================Corn kernel counting ============================= 
[L,n] = bwlabel(cut_image); 
    %cut_rgb = label2rgb(L); 
    %figure, imshow(L); 
%% extract the center column and obtain the corn kernal in that column  
    for i = 1:n 
        [r,c]= find(L==i); 
        b = find(c > size(cut_image,2)/2-5 & c < size(cut_image,2)/2+5); 
        if isempty(b) 
           cut_image(r,c)=0;  
        end 
    end 
   %figure, imshow(cut_image); 
   %cut_image = (cut_image); 
   %F(NrImages) = im2frame(cut_image); 
  
   Map = [Map,cut_image]; 
  
end 
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Kernel_number = sum(kernel_number_vector)-20; 
%F(NrIamges+1) = im2frame(Map); 
figure, imshow(Map) 
imwrite(Map,'CornMap_adjust.tif','tif'); 
 
Earkernel_counting_FeaMat.m  
clear all; 
clc; 
tic; 
  
Str_ID = 'R1'; 
Num_Im = 16;  
for h = 1:2:(Num_Im-1) 
    cd(['/Users/vivizhao/Desktop/' Str_ID]); 
    File_name1 = ['Ear_000_' num2str(h) '.tif']; 
    File_name2 = ['Ear_000_' num2str(h+1) '.tif']; 
    I1= imread(File_name1); 
    I2 = imread(File_name2); 
    I1 = I1((1:960),(280:530),:); % REGULAR !  
 
   I2 = I2((1:960),(280:530),:);% REGULAR  
   I1 = rgb2gray(I1); 
   I1 = im2double(I1); 
   [m,n] = size(I1); 
I2 = rgb2gray(I2); 
I2 = im2double(I2);  
%I2 = I2((1:size(I2,1)),(69:size(I2,2))); 
[m1,n1] = size(I2); 
%figure, imshow(I2); 
  
[result1, c1, r1,cnt1] = harris_new(I1,1); % r = y and c = x   
[result2, c2, r2,cnt2] = harris_new(I2,1); 
w = 5;  
dthreshold = 0.2; 
circle1 = [c1,r1,w*ones(size(r1,1),1)]; 
circle2 = [c2,r2,w*ones(size(r2,1),1)]; 
  
sift_arr1 = find_sift(I1, circle1, 1.5); 
sift_arr2 = find_sift(I2, circle2, 1.5); 
p1 = [c1 r1]; 
p2 = [c2 r2]; 
d = dist2(sift_arr1, sift_arr2);  
[X Y] = find(d < dthreshold);        
Xeu = size(X,1);  
p1_d = zeros(Xeu,2); 
p2_d = zeros(Xeu,2); 
  
for k = 1:Xeu 
    p1_d(k,:)= p1(X(k),:);% p1_d is Xeu x 2 dimention  
    p2_d(k,:)= p2(Y(k),:); 
end 
  
% remove points that their y difference is larger than 10  
temp = abs(p1_d((1:Xeu),2)-p2_d((1:Xeu),2)); 
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[x y] = find(temp > 10); 
p1_d(x,:)=0; 
p2_d(x,:)=0; 
p1_d(all(~p1_d,2),:)=[]; 
p2_d(all(~p2_d,2),:)=[]; 
  
% remove points that their x difference is smaller than 100 and x2 > x1  
[M_temp,N_temp] = size(p1_d); 
temp2 = abs(p1_d((1:M_temp),1)-p2_d((1:M_temp),1)); 
[x2 y2] = find(temp2 < 70 | temp2 > 130 | p1_d((1:M_temp),1)-
p2_d((1:M_temp),1)<0 ); 
%[x2 y2] = find(temp2 < 70 | p1_d((1:M_temp),1)- p2_d((1:M_temp),1)<0 ); 
p1_d(x2,:)=0; 
p2_d(x2,:)=0; 
p1_d(all(~p1_d,2),:)=[]; 
p2_d(all(~p2_d,2),:)=[]; 
  
  
p1_d1 = p1_d'; 
p2_d2 = p2_d'; 
 
%% RANSAC to estimate a homography mapping one image onto the other  
t = 150; 
s = 4; 
iterN = 10000; 
[X11,X22,v,inliermax,inlier_ratio] = ransacfit(p1_d1,p2_d2,t,s,iterN); 
% find the couple of points that have the smallest euclidean distance  
  
d_temp = zeros(4,1); 
for i = 1: 4  
    d_temp(i,1) = (X11(i,1)-X22(i,1))^2 + (X11(i,2)-X22(i,2))^2; 
end 
min_dist = min(find(d_temp == min(d_temp))); 
X1_temp = X11(1,:); 
X11(1,:) = X11(min(min_dist),:);  
X11(min_dist,:) = X1_temp;  
  
X2_temp = X22(1,:); 
X22(1,:) = X22(min_dist,:); 
X22(min_dist,:)=X2_temp;  
 
%%=========Image warp=====================================  
t1 = X22(1,1)-X11(1,1); 
t2 = X22(1,2)-X11(1,2); 
A = [1 0 0; 0 1 0;t1 t2 1]; 
t = maketform('affine', A); 
[I1new,xData,yData] = imtransform(I1,t); 
xDataNew=[min(1,xData(1)) max(size(I2,2),xData(2))]; 
yDataNew=[min(1,yData(1)) max(size(I2,1),yData(2))]; 
iTransformLeft=imtransform(I1,t,'XData',xDataNew,'YData',yDataNew); 
%imshow(iTransformLeft); 
iTransformRight=imtransform(I2,maketform('affine',eye(3)),'XData',xDataNew,'Y
Data',yDataNew); 
iTransform = max(iTransformLeft,iTransformRight); 
figure,imshow(iTransform); 
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F((h+1)/2) = getframe; 
  
StName = ['Ear2_' num2str(h) '.tif']; 
imwrite(iTransform,StName,'tif'); 
  
%% second stitch  
Str_ID1 = 'R1'; 
Num_Im1 = 8;  
for h = 1:2:(Num_Im1-1) 
    cd(['/Users/vivizhao/Desktop/' Str_ID1]); 
    File_name1 = ['Ear2_' num2str(2*h-1) '.tif']; 
    File_name2 = ['Ear2_' num2str(2*h+1) '.tif']; 
    I1 = imread(File_name1); 
    I2 = imread(File_name2); 
    I1 = im2double(I1); 
 [m,n] = size(I1); 
I2 = im2double(I2);  
 [m1,n1] = size(I2); 
 
[result1, c1, r1,cnt1] = harris_new(I1,1); % r = y and c = x   
[result2, c2, r2,cnt2] = harris_new(I2,1); 
 
%%==========SIFT MATCHING FEATRUE============================= 
 
w = 5;  
dthreshold = 0.8; 
circle1 = [c1,r1,w*ones(size(r1,1),1)]; 
circle2 = [c2,r2,w*ones(size(r2,1),1)]; 
  
sift_arr1 = find_sift(I1, circle1, 1.5); 
sift_arr2 = find_sift(I2, circle2, 1.5); 
p1 = [c1 r1]; 
p2 = [c2 r2]; 
d = dist2(sift_arr1, sift_arr2);  
[X Y] = find(d < dthreshold);        
Xeu = size(X,1);  
p1_d = zeros(Xeu,2); 
p2_d = zeros(Xeu,2); 
  
for k = 1:Xeu 
    p1_d(k,:)= p1(X(k),:);% p1_d is Xeu x 2 dimention  
    p2_d(k,:)= p2(Y(k),:); 
end 
  
% remove points that their y difference is larger than 10  
temp = abs(p1_d((1:Xeu),2)-p2_d((1:Xeu),2)); 
[x y] = find(temp > 10); 
p1_d(x,:)=0; 
p2_d(x,:)=0; 
p1_d(all(~p1_d,2),:)=[]; 
p2_d(all(~p2_d,2),:)=[]; 
  
% remove points that their x difference is smaller than 100 and x2 > x1  
[M_temp,N_temp] = size(p1_d); 
temp2 = abs(p1_d((1:M_temp),1)-p2_d((1:M_temp),1)); 
 [x2 y2] = find(p1_d((1:M_temp),1) < 145 | p2_d((1:M_temp),1) > 160); 
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p1_d(x2,:)=0; 
p2_d(x2,:)=0; 
p1_d(all(~p1_d,2),:)=[]; 
p2_d(all(~p2_d,2),:)=[]; 
  
  
p1_d1 = p1_d'; 
p2_d2 = p2_d'; 
 
%%==========RANSAC FIT =================================== 
s = 4; 
iterN = 10000; 
[X11,X22,v,inliermax,inlier_ratio] = ransacfit(p1_d1,p2_d2,t,s,iterN); 
% select 3 of 4 have the smallest euclidean distance  
%d_temp = zeros(4,1); 
%for i = 1: 4  
% find the couple of points that have the smallest euclidean distance  
  
d_temp = zeros(4,1); 
for i = 1: 4  
    d_temp(i,1) = (X11(i,1)-X22(i,1))^2 + (X11(i,2)-X22(i,2))^2; 
end 
min_dist = find(d_temp == min(d_temp)); 
X1_temp = X11(1,:); 
X11(1,:) = X11(min(min_dist),:);  
X11(min_dist,:) = X1_temp;  
  
X2_temp = X22(1,:); 
X22(1,:) = X22(min_dist,:); 
X22(min_dist,:)=X2_temp;  
  
  
%figure, imshow(I1); 
%hold on  
%scatter(X11(:,1)',X11(:,2)','fill'); 
%scatter(X11(:,2)',X11(:,1)','fill'); 
%hold off  
%figure, imshow(I2); 
%hold on  
%scatter(X22(:,1)',X22(:,2)','fill'); 
%scatter(X22(:,2)',X22(:,1)','fill'); 
  
%%========== Image Warp================================================  
t1 = X22(1,1)-X11(1,1); 
t2 = X22(1,2)-X11(1,2); 
A = [1 0 0; 0 1 0;t1 t2 1]; 
t = maketform('affine', A); 
[I1new,xData,yData] = imtransform(I1,t); 
xDataNew=[min(1,xData(1)) max(size(I2,2),xData(2))]; 
yDataNew=[min(1,yData(1)) max(size(I2,1),yData(2))]; 
iTransformLeft=imtransform(I1,t,'XData',xDataNew,'YData',yDataNew); 
%imshow(iTransformLeft); 
iTransformRight=imtransform(I2,maketform('affine',eye(3)),'XData',xDataNew,'Y
Data',yDataNew); 
iTransform = max(iTransformLeft,iTransformRight); 
figure,imshow(iTransform); 
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F((h+1)/2+8) = getframe; 
  
StName = ['Ear4_' num2str(h) '.tif']; 
imwrite(iTransform,StName,'tif'); 
   
end  
 
%%=================Third Stitching=====================================  
Str_ID2 = 'R1'; 
Num_Im2 = 4;  
for h = 1:2:(Num_Im2-1) 
    cd(['/Users/vivizhao/Desktop/' Str_ID2]); 
    File_name1 = ['Ear4_' num2str(2*h-1) '.tif']; 
    File_name2 = ['Ear4_' num2str(2*h+1) '.tif']; 
    I1 = imread(File_name1); 
    I2 = imread(File_name2); 
    I1 = im2double(I1); 
I1 = im2double(I1); 
 [m,n] = size(I1); 
I2 = im2double(I2);  
 
[m1,n1] = size(I2); 
 
[result1, c1, r1,cnt1] = harris_new(I1,1); % r = y and c = x   
[result2, c2, r2,cnt2] = harris_new(I2,1); 
 
%%===========SIFT FEATURE MATCHING====================== 
w = 5;  
dthreshold = 1; 
circle1 = [c1,r1,w*ones(size(r1,1),1)]; 
circle2 = [c2,r2,w*ones(size(r2,1),1)]; 
  
sift_arr1 = find_sift(I1, circle1, 1.5); 
sift_arr2 = find_sift(I2, circle2, 1.5); 
p1 = [c1 r1]; 
p2 = [c2 r2]; 
d = dist2(sift_arr1, sift_arr2);  
[X Y] = find(d < dthreshold);        
Xeu = size(X,1);  
p1_d = zeros(Xeu,2); 
p2_d = zeros(Xeu,2); 
  
for k = 1:Xeu 
    p1_d(k,:)= p1(X(k),:);% p1_d is Xeu x 2 dimention  
    p2_d(k,:)= p2(Y(k),:); 
end 
  
% remove points that their y difference is larger than 10  
temp = abs(p1_d((1:Xeu),2)-p2_d((1:Xeu),2)); 
[x y] = find(temp > 10); 
p1_d(x,:)=0; 
p2_d(x,:)=0; 
p1_d(all(~p1_d,2),:)=[]; 
p2_d(all(~p2_d,2),:)=[]; 
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% remove points that their x difference is smaller than 100 and x2 > x1  
[M_temp,N_temp] = size(p1_d); 
temp2 = abs(p1_d((1:M_temp),1)-p2_d((1:M_temp),1)); 
%[x2 y2] = find(temp2 < 70 | temp2 > 130 | p1_d((1:M_temp),1)- 
p2_d((1:M_temp),1)<0 ); 
%[x2 y2] = find(temp2 < 70 | p1_d((1:M_temp),1)- p2_d((1:M_temp),1)<0); 
[x2 y2] = find(p1_d((1:M_temp),1) < 385 | p2_d((1:M_temp),1) > 155); 
p1_d(x2,:)=0; 
p2_d(x2,:)=0; 
p1_d(all(~p1_d,2),:)=[]; 
p2_d(all(~p2_d,2),:)=[]; 
  
  
p1_d1 = p1_d'; 
p2_d2 = p2_d'; 
 
%%==========   RANSAC  FIT ========================================= 
%% RANSAC to estimate a homography mapping one image onto the other  
%t = 150; 
t = 160; 
%t = 10; 
s = 4; 
iterN = 10000; 
[X11,X22,v,inliermax,inlier_ratio] = ransacfit(p1_d1,p2_d2,t,s,iterN); 
% select 3 of 4 have the smallest euclidean distance  
%d_temp = zeros(4,1); 
%for i = 1: 4  
%    d_temp(i,1) = (X11(i,1)-X22(i,1))^2 + (X11(i,2)-X22(i,2))^2; 
%end 
%large_dist = find(d_temp == max(d_temp)); 
%X11(large_dist,:) = [];  
%X22(large_dist,:) = [];  
  
% find the couple of points that have the smallest euclidean distance  
  
d_temp = zeros(4,1); 
for i = 1: 4  
    d_temp(i,1) = (X11(i,1)-X22(i,1))^2 + (X11(i,2)-X22(i,2))^2; 
end 
min_dist = find(d_temp == min(d_temp)); 
X1_temp = X11(1,:); 
X11(1,:) = X11(min(min_dist),:);  
X11(min_dist,:) = X1_temp;  
  
X2_temp = X22(1,:); 
X22(1,:) = X22(min_dist,:); 
X22(min_dist,:)=X2_temp;  
  
%%=============  Image Warp ======================================= 
%merge two images 
t1 = X22(1,1)-X11(1,1); 
t2 = X22(1,2)-X11(1,2); 
A = [1 0 0; 0 1 0;t1 t2 1]; 
t = maketform('affine', A); 
[I1new,xData,yData] = imtransform(I1,t); 
xDataNew=[min(1,xData(1)) max(size(I2,2),xData(2))]; 
yDataNew=[min(1,yData(1)) max(size(I2,1),yData(2))]; 
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iTransformLeft=imtransform(I1,t,'XData',xDataNew,'YData',yDataNew); 
%imshow(iTransformLeft); 
iTransformRight=imtransform(I2,maketform('affine',eye(3)),'XData',xDataNew,'Y
Data',yDataNew); 
iTransform = max(iTransformLeft,iTransformRight); 
  
figure,imshow(iTransform); 
  
F((h+1)/2+12) = getframe; 
  
StName = ['Ear8_' num2str(h) '.tif']; 
imwrite(iTransform,StName,'tif'); 
  
  
  
end  
%%===========   Forth  Stitch =========================================  
I1 = imread('Ear8_1.tif'); 
I2 = imread('Ear8_3.tif'); 
I1 = im2double(I1); 
 [m,n] = size(I1); 
I2 = im2double(I2);  
 [m1,n1] = size(I2); 
 
[result1, c1, r1,cnt1] = harris_new(I1,1); % r = y and c = x   
[result2, c2, r2,cnt2] = harris_new(I2,1); 
 
%%===========     SIFT FEATURE MATCHING  ============================= 
%% find feature descri 
ptors using SIFT (findsift function  copyright:  Lana Lazebnik) 
w = 5;  
dshthrehold = 1; 
circle1 = [c1,r1,w*ones(size(r1,1),1)]; 
circle2 = [c2,r2,w*ones(size(r2,1),1)]; 
  
sift_arr1 = find_sift(I1, circle1, 1.5); 
sift_arr2 = find_sift(I2, circle2, 1.5); 
p1 = [c1 r1]; 
p2 = [c2 r2]; 
d = dist2(sift_arr1, sift_arr2);  
[X Y] = find(d < dthreshold);        
Xeu = size(X,1);  
p1_d = zeros(Xeu,2); 
p2_d = zeros(Xeu,2); 
  
for k = 1:Xeu 
    p1_d(k,:)= p1(X(k),:);% p1_d is Xeu x 2 dimention  
    p2_d(k,:)= p2(Y(k),:); 
end 
  
% remove points that their y difference is larger than 10  
temp = abs(p1_d((1:Xeu),2)-p2_d((1:Xeu),2)); 
[x y] = find(temp > 10); 
p1_d(x,:)=0; 
p2_d(x,:)=0; 
p1_d(all(~p1_d,2),:)=[]; 
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p2_d(all(~p2_d,2),:)=[]; 
  
  
% remove points that their x difference is smaller than 100 and x2 > x1  
[M_temp,N_temp] = size(p1_d); 
temp2 = abs(p1_d((1:M_temp),1)-p2_d((1:M_temp),1)); 
%[x2 y2] = find(temp2 < 70 | temp2 > 130 | p1_d((1:M_temp),1)- 
p2_d((1:M_temp),1)<0 ); 
%[x2 y2] = find(temp2 < 70 | p1_d((1:M_temp),1)- p2_d((1:M_temp),1)<0); 
[x2 y2] = find(p1_d((1:M_temp),1) < 550 | p2_d((1:M_temp),1) > 170); 
p1_d(x2,:)=0; 
p2_d(x2,:)=0; 
p1_d(all(~p1_d,2),:)=[]; 
p2_d(all(~p2_d,2),:)=[]; 
  
  
p1_d1 = p1_d'; 
p2_d2 = p2_d'; 
%% =============  RANSAC FIT ====================================== 
%% RANSAC to estimate a homography mapping one image onto the other  
t = 100; 
s = 4; 
iterN = 10000; 
[X11,X22,v,inliermax,inlier_ratio] = ransacfit(p1_d1,p2_d2,t,s,iterN); 
 
% find the couple of points that have the smallest euclidean distance  
  
d_temp = zeros(4,1); 
for i = 1: 4  
    d_temp(i,1) = (X11(i,1)-X22(i,1))^2 + (X11(i,2)-X22(i,2))^2; 
end 
min_dist = find(d_temp == min(d_temp)); 
X1_temp = X11(1,:); 
X11(1,:) = X11(min(min_dist),:);  
X11(min_dist,:) = X1_temp;  
  
X2_temp = X22(1,:); 
X22(1,:) = X22(min_dist,:); 
X22(min_dist,:)=X2_temp;  
  
  
%%=========       Image warp ========================================== 
%% warp one image onto the other using affine transform 
  
%merge two images 
t1 = X22(1,1)-X11(1,1); 
t2 = X22(1,2)-X11(1,2); 
A = [1 0 0; 0 1 0;t1 t2 1]; 
t = maketform('affine', A); 
[I1new,xData,yData] = imtransform(I1,t); 
xDataNew=[min(1,xData(1)) max(size(I2,2),xData(2))]; 
yDataNew=[min(1,yData(1)) max(size(I2,1),yData(2))]; 
iTransformLeft=imtransform(I1,t,'XData',xDataNew,'YData',yDataNew); 
%imshow(iTransformLeft); 
iTransformRight=imtransform(I2,maketform('affine',eye(3)),'XData',xDataNew,'Y
Data',yDataNew); 
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iTransform = max(iTransformLeft,iTransformRight); 
  
figure,imshow(iTransform); 
F(15) = getframe; 
  
imwrite(iTransform,'EarMap_try.tif','tif'); 
  
movie(F,1,1); 
movie2avi(F,'Ear_movie.avi') 
  
toc;  
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dist2.m 
%%   Copyright (c) Ian T Nabney (1996-2001) 
  
%Function dis2 calculate euclidean distance between two matrix of vectors  
function n2 = dist2(x, c) 
% DIST2 Calculates squared distance between two sets of points. 
% Adapted from Netlab neural network software: 
% http://www.ncrg.aston.ac.uk/netlab/index.php 
% 
%   Description 
%   D = DIST2(X, C) takes two matrices of vectors and calculates the 
%   squared Euclidean distance between them.  Both matrices must be of 
%   the same column dimension.  If X has M rows and N columns, and C has 
%   L rows and N columns, then the result has M rows and L columns.  The 
%   I, Jth entry is the  squared distance from the Ith row of X to the 
%   Jth row of C. 
% 
% 
%   Copyright (c) Ian T Nabney (1996-2001) 
  
[ndata, dimx] = size(x); 
[ncentres, dimc] = size(c); 
if dimx ~= dimc 
    error('Data dimension does not match dimension of centres') 
end 
  
n2 = (ones(ncentres, 1) * sum((x.^2)', 1))' + ... 
  ones(ndata, 1) * sum((c.^2)',1) - ... 
  2.*(x*(c')); 
  
% Rounding errors occasionally cause negative entries in n2 
if any(any(n2<0)) 
  n2(n2<0) = 0; 
end 
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find_sift.m 
function sift_arr = find_sift(I, circles, enlarge_factor) 
%% copyright: Lana Lazebnik(CS Department, UIUC) 
 
%% 
%% Compute non-rotation-invariant SIFT descriptors of a set of circles  
%% I is the image 
%% circles is an Nx3 array where N is the number of circles, where the 
%%    first column is the x-coordinate, the second column is the y-
coordinate, 
%%    and the third column is the radius 
%% enlarge_factor is by how much to enarge the radius of the circle before 
%%    computing the descriptor (a factor of 1.5 or larger is usually 
necessary 
%%    for best performance) 
%% The output is an Nx128 array of SIFT descriptors 
%% 
%% Note that this code is not rotation-invariant, i.e., it does not attempt  
%% to normalize the patches by rotating them so that the horizontal direction  
%% is aligned with the dominant gradient orientation of the patch.  
%% 
%% (c) Lana Lazebnik 
%% 
  
%if ndims(I) == 3 
%    I = im2double(rgb2gray(I)); 
%else 
%    I = im2double(I); 
%end 
  
  
fprintf('Running find_sift\n'); 
  
% parameters (default SIFT size) 
num_angles = 8; 
num_bins = 4; 
num_samples = num_bins * num_bins; 
%alpha = 5;  
alpha = 9; % smoothing for orientation histogram 
  
if nargin < 3 
    enlarge_factor = 1.5; 
end 
  
angle_step = 2 * pi / num_angles; 
angles = 0:angle_step:2*pi; 
angles(num_angles+1) = []; % bin centers 
  
[hgt wid] = size(I); 
num_pts = size(circles,1); 
  
sift_arr = zeros(num_pts, num_samples * num_angles); 
  
% edge image 
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sigma_edge = 1; 
%sigma_edge = 2; 
  
  
[G_X,G_Y]=gen_dgauss(sigma_edge); 
I_X = filter2(G_X, I, 'same'); % vertical edges 
I_Y = filter2(G_Y, I, 'same'); % horizontal edges 
I_mag = sqrt(I_X.^2 + I_Y.^2); % gradient magnitude 
I_theta = atan2(I_Y,I_X); 
%I_theta(isnan(I_theta)) = 0; % necessary???? 
  
% make default grid of samples (centered at zero, width 2) 
interval = 2/num_bins:2/num_bins:2; 
interval = interval - (1/num_bins + 1); 
[grid_x grid_y] = meshgrid(interval, interval); 
grid_x = reshape(grid_x, [1 num_samples]); 
grid_y = reshape(grid_y, [1 num_samples]); 
  
% make orientation images 
I_orientation = zeros(hgt, wid, num_angles); 
% for each histogram angle 
for a=1:num_angles     
    % compute each orientation channel 
    tmp = cos(I_theta - angles(a)).^alpha; 
    tmp = tmp .* (tmp > 0); 
     
    % weight by magnitude 
    I_orientation(:,:,a) = tmp .* I_mag; 
end 
  
% for all circles 
for i=1:num_pts 
    cx = circles(i,1); 
    cy = circles(i,2); 
    r = circles(i,3) * enlarge_factor; 
  
    % find coordinates of sample points (bin centers) 
    grid_x_t = grid_x * r + cx; 
    grid_y_t = grid_y * r + cy; 
    grid_res = grid_y_t(2) - grid_y_t(1); 
     
    % find window of pixels that contributes to this descriptor 
    x_lo = floor(max(cx - r - grid_res/2, 1)); 
    x_hi = ceil(min(cx + r + grid_res/2, wid)); 
    y_lo = floor(max(cy - r - grid_res/2, 1)); 
    y_hi = ceil(min(cy + r + grid_res/2, hgt)); 
     
    % find coordinates of pixels 
    [grid_px, grid_py] = meshgrid(x_lo:x_hi,y_lo:y_hi); 
    num_pix = numel(grid_px); 
    grid_px = reshape(grid_px, [num_pix 1]); 
    grid_py = reshape(grid_py, [num_pix 1]); 
         
    % find (horiz, vert) distance between each pixel and each grid sample 
    dist_px = abs(repmat(grid_px, [1 num_samples]) - repmat(grid_x_t, 
[num_pix 1]));  
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    dist_py = abs(repmat(grid_py, [1 num_samples]) - repmat(grid_y_t, 
[num_pix 1]));  
     
    % find weight of contribution of each pixel to each bin 
    weights_x = dist_px/grid_res; 
    weights_x = (1 - weights_x) .* (weights_x <= 1); 
    weights_y = dist_py/grid_res; 
    weights_y = (1 - weights_y) .* (weights_y <= 1); 
    weights = weights_x .* weights_y; 
         
    % make sift descriptor 
    curr_sift = zeros(num_angles, num_samples); 
    for a = 1:num_angles 
        tmp = reshape(I_orientation(y_lo:y_hi,x_lo:x_hi,a),[num_pix 1]);         
        tmp = repmat(tmp, [1 num_samples]); 
        curr_sift(a,:) = sum(tmp .* weights); 
    end     
    sift_arr(i,:) = reshape(curr_sift, [1 num_samples * num_angles]);     
     
%     % visualization 
%     if sigma_edge >= 3 
%         subplot(1,2,1); 
%         rescale_and_imshow(I(y_lo:y_hi,x_lo:x_hi) .* 
reshape(sum(weights,2), [y_hi-y_lo+1,x_hi-x_lo+1])); 
%         subplot(1,2,2); 
%         rescale_and_imshow(curr_sift); 
%         pause; 
%     end 
end 
  
  
%% 
%% normalize the SIFT descriptors more or less as described in Lowe (2004) 
%% 
tmp = sqrt(sum(sift_arr.^2, 2)); 
normalize_ind = find(tmp > 1); 
  
sift_arr_norm = sift_arr(normalize_ind,:); 
sift_arr_norm = sift_arr_norm ./ repmat(tmp(normalize_ind,:), [1 
size(sift_arr,2)]); 
  
% suppress large gradients 
sift_arr_norm(find(sift_arr_norm > 0.2)) = 0.2; 
  
% finally, renormalize to unit length 
tmp = sqrt(sum(sift_arr_norm.^2, 2)); 
sift_arr_norm = sift_arr_norm ./ repmat(tmp, [1 size(sift_arr,2)]); 
  
sift_arr(normalize_ind,:) = sift_arr_norm; 
  
  
  
  
function [GX,GY]=gen_dgauss(sigma) 
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f_wid = 4 * floor(sigma); 
G = normpdf(-f_wid:f_wid,0,sigma); 
G = G' * G; 
[GX,GY] = gradient(G);  
  
GX = GX * 2 ./ sum(sum(abs(GX))); 
GY = GY * 2 ./ sum(sum(abs(GY))); 
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Harris_new.m 
 
% Copyright: 
 % Peter Kovesi    
% Department of Computer Science & Software Engineering 
% The University of Western Australia 
% March 2002 
 
HARRIS - Harris corner detector 
% 
% Usage:  [cim, r, c,cnt] = harris_new(im, sigma, thresh, radius, disp) 
% 
% Arguments:    
%            im     - image to be processed. 
%            sigma  - standard deviation of smoothing Gaussian. Typical 
%                     values to use might be 1-3. 
%            thresh - threshold (optional). Try a value ~1000. 
%            radius - radius of region considered in non-maximal 
%                     suppression (optional). Typical values to use might 
%                     be 1-3. 
%            disp   - optional flag (0 or 1) indicating whether you want 
%                     to display corners overlayed on the original 
%                     image. This can be useful for parameter tuning. 
% 
% Returns: 
%            cim    - binary image marking corners. 
%            r      - row coordinates of corner points. 
%            c      - column coordinates of corner points. 
% Reference:  
% C.G. Harris and M.J. Stephens. "A combined corner and edge detector",  
% Proceedings Fourth Alvey Vision Conference, Manchester. 
% pp 147-151, 1988. 
% 
 
function [result, r, c, cnt] = harris_new(im,sigma) 
     
    dx = [-1 0 1; -1 0 1; -1 0 1]; % Derivative masks 
    dy = dx'; 
     
    im = im2double(im); 
     
    Ix = conv2(im, dx, 'same');    % Image derivatives 
    Iy = conv2(im, dy, 'same');     
  
    % Generate Gaussian filter of size 6*sigma (+/- 3sigma) and of 
    % minimum size 1x1. 
    g = fspecial('gaussian',max(1,fix(6*sigma)), sigma); 
     
    Ix2 = conv2(Ix.^2, g, 'same'); % Smoothed squared image derivatives 
    Iy2 = conv2(Iy.^2, g, 'same'); 
    Ixy = conv2(Ix.*Iy, g, 'same'); 
     
    % cim = (Ix2.*Iy2 - Ixy.^2)./(Ix2 + Iy2 + eps); % Harris corner measure 
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    % Alternate Harris corner measure used by some.  Suggested that 
    % k=0.04 - I find this a bit arbitrary and unsatisfactory. 
    % cim = (Ix2.*Iy2 - Ixy.^2) - k*(Ix2 + Iy2).^2;  
      
   [height,width] = size(im);  
   result = zeros(height,width);         % ??????????result???1  
   R = zeros(height,width); 
   Rmax = 0;                              % ??????R?  
for i = 1:height  
    for j = 1:width  
        M = [Ix2(i,j) Ixy(i,j);Ixy(i,j) Iy2(i,j)];        
        %R(i,j) = det(M)-0.06*(trace(M))^2;   
        R(i,j) = (Ix2(i,j).*Iy2(i,j) - Ixy(i,j).^2)./(Ix2(i,j) + Iy2(i,j) + 
eps); 
        if R(i,j) > Rmax  
            Rmax = R(i,j);  
        end  
    end 
end 
  
cnt = 0; %???? 
for i = 2:height-1  
    for j = 2:width-1  
        % ????????????3*3  
        if R(i,j) > 0.01*Rmax && R(i,j) > R(i-1,j-1) && R(i,j) > R(i-1,j) && 
R(i,j) > R(i-1,j+1) && R(i,j) > R(i,j-1) && R(i,j) > R(i,j+1) && R(i,j) > 
R(i+1,j-1) && R(i,j) > R(i+1,j) && R(i,j) > R(i+1,j+1)  
            result(i,j) = 1;  
            cnt = cnt+1;  
        end 
    end 
end 
  
[c,r] = find(result == 1);  
disp(cnt);                 % ??????  
%imshow(im);  
%hold on;  
%plot(r,c,'ys');  
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ransacfit.m 
function [X11,X22,v,inliermax,inlier_ratio] = ransacfit(x1,x2,t,s,iterN) 
% inerN is the iteration number  
% x1, x2 --   putative match feature point in im1 and im2  
% t --  distance threshold between data point and the model  
% s - no of sample  
% inliernum -- inliers numbers  
% inliers  - an array of indices of the elements of x1,x2 after ransacfit  
% v- homography matrix that has the most inliers  
  
nps = size(x1,2); 
dist11 = zeros(1,nps);  
v = zeros(3,3); 
inliermax = 0; 
X11 = zeros(4,2); 
X22 = zeros(4,2); 
%% finds a homograpy of random selected points /using SVD 
for p = 1:iterN 
    inliernum = 0;  
    ind = randsample(nps,s); 
    x11 = x1(:,ind); 
    x22 = x2(:,ind);   
    v1 = homography_new(x11,x22); 
    % apply the transformation to all points in image 1  
    x1new = homography_transform(x1,v1); 
    for i = 1:nps 
        dist11 (1,i) = (x1new(1,i)-x2(1,i))^2+(x1new(2,i)-x2(2,i))^2; 
        %dist (1,i) = (x1new(1,i)-x2(2,i))^2+(x1new(2,i)-x2(1,i))^2; 
        if dist11(1,i)< t^2 
            inliernum = inliernum+1; 
        end 
    end  
    if inliernum > inliermax  
        inliermax = inliernum ;  
        v = v1; 
        X11 = x11'; 
        X22 = x22'; 
    end   
    inlier_ratio = inliermax/nps;  
end 
  
end 
 
 
homography_new.m 
 
function v = homography_new(pts,ptsRot) 
n = size(pts,2); 
pin = [pts;ones(1,n)]; 
%pin = [pts(2,:); pts(1,:); ones(1,n)]; 
pout = [ptsRot;ones(1,n)]; 
%pout = [ptsRot(2,:);ptsRot(1,:); ones(1,n)]; 
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x = pout(1,:); 
y = pout(2,:); 
X = pin(1,:); 
Y = pin(2,:); 
%A1 = zeros(2*n,3); 
%A2 = zeros(2*n,3); 
%A3 = zeros(2*n,3); 
A = zeros(2*n,9); 
  
 A = [   0           0           0     pts(1,1)   pts(2,1)    1    -
ptsRot(2,1)*pts(1,1)   -ptsRot(2,1)*pts(2,1)   -ptsRot(2,1); 
         pts(1,1)    pts(2,1)    1       0           0        0    -
ptsRot(1,1)*pts(1,1)   -ptsRot(1,1)*pts(2,1)   -ptsRot(1,1); 
            0           0        0     pts(1,2)   pts(2,2)    1    -
ptsRot(2,2)*pts(1,2)   -ptsRot(2,2)*pts(2,2)   -ptsRot(2,2); 
         pts(1,2)    pts(2,2)    1       0           0        0    -
ptsRot(1,2)*pts(1,2)   -ptsRot(1,2)*pts(2,2)   -ptsRot(1,2); 
            0           0        0     pts(1,3)   pts(2,3)    1    -
ptsRot(2,3)*pts(1,3)   -ptsRot(2,3)*pts(2,3)   -ptsRot(2,3); 
         pts(1,3)    pts(2,3)    1       0           0        0    -
ptsRot(1,3)*pts(1,3)   -ptsRot(1,3)*pts(2,3)   -ptsRot(1,3); 
            0           0        0     pts(1,4)   pts(2,4)    1    -
ptsRot(2,4)*pts(1,4)   -ptsRot(2,4)*pts(2,4)   -ptsRot(2,4); 
         pts(1,4)    pts(2,4)    1       0           0        0    -
ptsRot(1,4)*pts(1,4)   -ptsRot(1,4)*pts(2,4)   -ptsRot(1,4)]; 
%A = [A1 A2 A3]; 
[~,~,V] = svd(A); 
M = V(:, end); 
v = reshape(M,[3 3])'; 
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homography_transform.m 
 
function xnew = homography_transform(x, v) 
% HOMOGRAPHY_TRANSFORM applies homographic transform to vectors 
%   Y = HOMOGRAPHY_TRANSFORM(X, V) takes a 2xN matrix, each column of which 
%   gives the position of a point in a plane. It returns a 2xN matrix whose 
%   columns are the input vectors transformed according to the homography 
%   V, represented as a 3x3 homogeneous matrix. 
  q = v * [x(1,:);x(2,:);ones(1, size(x,2))]; 
  % q = v * [x(2,:);x(1,:);ones(1, size(x,2))]; 
  p = q(3,:); 
xnew = [q(1,:)./p; q(2,:)./p]; 
end 
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APPENDIX B: Tables of measurement results 
Table 5: Corn ear diameter measurement results  
Ear 
number  
Automatic 
Diameter 
Measured 
Diameter  
Relative Error of 
Diameter 
Accuracy of 
Diameter  
1 50.60 48.7 3.90% 96.09% 
2 48.01 48.13 0.26% 99.74% 
3 52.96 49.3 7.43% 92.57% 
4 45.15 46.5 2.90% 97.09% 
5 50.74 47.1 7.72% 92.27% 
6 49.50 49.2 0.61% 99.39% 
7 48.24 48 0.50% 99.50% 
8 48.65 47.1 330% 96.70% 
9 50.44 49.6 1.69% 98.31% 
10 52.68 50.6 4.110% 95.89% 
11 53.98 48.1 12.23% 87.77% 
12 51.49 47.1 9.33% 90.67% 
13 47.25 47.9 1.36% 98.64% 
14 47.22 45 4.95% 95.05% 
15 54.71 48.3 13.26% 86.74% 
16 52.16 47.8 9.13% 90.87% 
17 50.08 48 4.32% 95.67% 
18 47.40 46.9 1.08% 98.93% 
19 57.67 47.3 21.93% 78.07% 
20 47.78 49.2 2.89% 97.11% 
21 51.76 49.7 4.16% 95.85% 
22 46.56 46.8 0.50% 99.50% 
23 46.87 46.7 0.36% 99.64% 
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Table 6: Corn ear length measurement results  
Ear 
number  
Automatic 
Ear length 
Measured 
Ear length 
Relative Error of  
Ear length 
Accuracy of  
Ear length 
1 196.42 213.6 8.05% 91.95% 
2 175.61 188.3 6.74% 93.26% 
3 203.44 223 8.77% 91.23% 
4 187.10 196.1 4.59% 95.41% 
5 177.54 193.3 8.15% 91.85% 
6 182.76 198 7.70% 92.30% 
7 190.18 208.3 8.70% 91.30% 
8 180.69 195.6 7.62% 92.38% 
9 186.23 199.1 6.47% 93.53% 
10 193.14 208.9 7.54% 92.46% 
11 183.62 207.5 11.51% 88.49% 
12 189.07 209 9.54% 90.46% 
13 181.25 195.2 7.14% 92.86% 
14 184.80 198.7 7.00% 93.00% 
15 199.35 220.1 9.43% 90.57% 
16 201.29 221.8 9.25% 90.75% 
17 174.75 187.1 6.60% 93.40% 
18 187.51 203.3 7.77% 92.23% 
19 194.21 214.9 9.63% 90.37% 
20 174.36 185.7 6.11% 93.89% 
21 186.16 200.6 7.20% 92.80% 
22 175.09 191.2 8.43% 91.57% 
23 176.21 189.9 7.21% 92.79% 
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Table 7: Corn ear cap proportion measurement results 
 
Ear 
number  Cap_length Cap_proportion  
Accuracy of 
seed_fill  Measured 
1 8.08 4.13% 86.00% 9.4 
2 9.96 5.08% 88.06% 8.9 
3 20.21 10.31% 56.67% 14.1 
4 21.63 11.04% 48.73% 14.3 
5 14.69 7.50% 90.40% 13.4 
6 10.36 5.29% 99.41% 10.3 
7 10.30 5.26% 98.98% 10.2 
8 11.27 5.75% 92.39% 12.2 
9 12.58 6.42% 90.60% 11.5 
10 26.24 13.39% 25.05% 15 
11 13.49 6.89% 71.51% 10.5 
12 22.54 11.50% 40.12% 14.1 
13 13.61 6.94% 94.53% 12.9 
14 14.57 7.44% 67.52% 11 
15 7.51 3.83% 74.76% 6 
16 15.60 7.96% 78.14% 12.8 
17 8.71 4.44% 44.47% 5.6 
18 15.26 7.79% 91.80% 14.1 
19 9.05 4.62% 62.42% 14.5 
20 12.41 6.33% 95.71% 11.9 
21 14.52 7.40% 99.43% 14.6 
22 17.14 12.32% 79.32% 14.2 
23 14.64 8.34% 97.64% 14.3 
